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1. Introduction 

The European Union´s renewable energy targets for the year 2020 have emphasized the 

use of bioenergy. The EU has set specific goals for the usage of bioenergy which 

determine how much bioenergy each member state should use in the year 2020 (Solberg 

et al., 2014). These goals include improving energy efficiency by 20%, increasing the 

share of renewable energy consumption by 20% and decreasing the usage of fossil fuels 

by 20% (Böhringera et al., 2009). These so called “20/20/20” goals have made the 

member states amend their energy policies to increase bioenergy usage by feed-in-

tariffs and subsidies (Solberg et al., 2014). This development has emphasized the usage 

of forests as a source of bioenergy especially in Finland (Heinimö & Alakangas, 2009).  

 

According to Heinimö and Alakangas (2009), wood is regarded as the most important 

bioenergy source in Finland. Almost 80% of the utilized wood fuels originate from 

residues and industrial by-products (Heinimö & Alakangas, 2009, p. 3). In order to 

reach the renewable energy goals set by the EU, Finland pursues to utilize forest raw 

materials including residues, stumps and industrial by-products more extensively 

(Heinimö & Alakangas, 2009). Forest chips are considered an important as well as a 

potential energy source for the bioenergy targets for the year 2020 in Finland (Heinimö 

& Alakangas, 2009): the quantity of forest chips is pursued to increase from 

approximately 5,0 solid million m
3
 to 12 solid million m

3
 by the year 2020 (Motiva, 

2009, p. 6). Also the potentiality of small-diameter wood in bioenergy production is 

emphasized (Anttila et al., 2013). Finland aims at reaching 38% of the total 

consumption of renewable energy, which is the target set by the EU (Heinimö & 

Alakangas, 2009, Motiva, 2009).  

 

However, the increase in bioenergy production puts more strain on forests since more 

biological material is taken out of the forests, which has caused concern among some 

researchers who have questioned the sustainability of bioenergy harvests (Haberl et al., 

2012, Pitman, 2013, Solberg et al. 2014). In the long run, the removal of nutrients may 

increase the possibility of nutrient export from forest ecosystems (Andersson & 

Emillson, 2005, Ingerslev et al. 2005). As Ingerslev et al. (2005) state, the export of 

nutrients unbalances the natural state of forest ecosystems, which is why returning 

nutrients to the forest sites is considered important. One way to reduce harmful effects 

of bioenergy harvests on soils and forests would be wood ash recycling in which 
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nutrients are returned to the forest as wood ash (Lomander et al., 2005). Studies have 

shown that wood ash fertilization has a profound and durable effect on forest growth 

especially on drained peat land soils (Moilanen & Issakainen, 2004). Korpijärvi et al. 

(2012) emphasize that recycling wood ash to forests is a convenient way to return the 

nutrients to forests and safeguard the biomass production in the future. The dilemma of 

bioenergy usage and ash recycling is acute because wood ash is generated in the 

production process of bioenergy: the growth in bioenergy usage increases the quantity 

of wood ash respectively (Mandre, 2006, Vesterinen 2003a).What is the current status 

of wood ash usage? 

 

Wood ash is created in the process of burning biomass (Insam & Knapp, 2011) and it is 

utilized as a fertilizer in forests, agriculture and gardening (Matilainen et al. 2013). 

Wood ash is also used in road and land construction (Insam & Knapp, 2011, Vesterinen, 

2003a). It has been estimated that the annual amount of mixtures of wood, peat and agro 

ash is around 500 000 - 600 000 tons in Finland (Huotari, 2012, Laitinen & Lindh, 

2005). The share of wood ash is approximately 150 000 – 200 000 tons of the annual 

quantity (Laitinen & Lindh, 2005, p. 66, Saarsalmi & Kukkola, 2009, p. 63). Still, a lot 

of wood ash is discarded in landfills (Andersson & Emilsson, 2005, Insam & Knapp, 

2011, Moilanen & Issakainen, 2004, Väätäinen et al. 2010). Only 10% of the quantity of 

500 000 tons of produced ash was utilized in fertilizing according to the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Forestry in Finland in 2009 (Ministry..., 2011a, p. 30). Due to the 

advantageous properties of wood ash, researchers such as Insam and Knapp (2011) and 

Vesterinen (2003a) encourage it to be utilized more extensively.  

 

Only a few manufacturers seem to operate on the ash fertilization market in Finland. 

The existing literature and research have explored wood ash extensively from an 

ecological point of view, but more effort ought to be made to investigate the use of 

wood ash from a business and marketing perspective. There is a lack of information on 

the actual operating companies, the market and its dynamics as well as business models. 

To better understand the current state of wood ash usage in fertilization and attitudes 

towards it, we should focus on the stakeholders and their points of view because they 

are currently operating in the ash fertilization market. Their perceptions of the external 

environment provide an insight into the current dynamics and status of wood ash 
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fertilization market and also shed light on future prospects and relevant research 

subjects in the field.   

 

The purpose of this study is to describe, analyze and interpret the perceptions of ash 

fertilization stakeholders on their external environment in Finland. The research 

questions are the following: 1) How do the ash fertilization stakeholders perceive their 

external environment? 2) What barriers hinder wood ash fertilization? 3) How is wood 

ash recycling perceived to influence the ash fertilization stakeholders´ external 

environment? 4) What kind of Environmental Scanning practices do the stakeholders 

have? This study provides an insight into forest companies´ and organizations´ attitudes 

towards wood ash fertilization and its market. It provides implications on market 

development, by-product utilization as well as the value of wood ash. In addition, this 

research gives information on attitudes towards wood ash recycling, sustainability and 

forestry in Finland. 

 

1.1 Previous research 

The first studies on wood ash fertilization in Finland were conducted in the 1930s by the 

Finnish Forest Research Institute (aka Metla). After the World War II, the wood ash 

research mainly focused on peatlands (Laitinen & Lindh, 2005, Vesterinen, 2003a). As 

there was a great demand for wood and timber at that time, the drying of peatlands was 

seen as an opportunity to increase forest productivity (Laitinen & Lindh, 2005). 

According to Klaus Silfverberg of the Finnish Forest Research Institute (see Vesterinen 

2003b, p. 7), there were many suitable peatlands to be dried and fertilized with wood 

ash (Vesterinen, 2003b). Since then, a lot of extensive ash fertilization experiments have 

been conducted on peat land soils in Finland (Pitman, 2006).  

 

The ecological research on wood ash has focused on the properties of wood ash, its 

application effects on different plants and animal species, its compatibility as a fertilizer 

and its effects on soils and trees (Huotari, 2012, Moilanen & Issakainen, 2004). In 

addition, its effects on Finnish berries and waterways have also been studied (Huotari, 

2012). The composition and qualities of ash are determined by the tree species, their 

growth location and other environmental aspects (Insam & Knapp, 2011, pp. 1-3). It has 

been scientifically proven that wood ash has ecological benefits to soils and the growth 
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of trees because it increases soil nutrients and reduces soil acidification (Lomander et 

al., 2005, Saarsalmi et al. 2001, Saarsalmi & Kukkola, 2009). Wood ash fertilization has 

been especially advantageous in peatland soils where significant growth effects have 

been discovered (Moilanen & Issakainen, 2004). Wood ash is dexterous in the sense 

that it proportionally contains almost the same amount of nutrients (excluding nitrogen) 

as wood biomass (Saarsalmi & Kukkola, 2009). To compensate for the loss of nutrients 

in the soil caused by harvesting, researchers and forest organizations in Finland (such as 

Tapio) have recommended wood ash fertilization (Hynönen et al., 2008, Äijälä et al., 

2010). Many researchers have suggested that if used properly, wood ash creates no 

harmful impacts on the environment (Demeyer et al., 2001, Laitinen & Lindh, 2005). 

 

Despite its good qualities, wood ash contains heavy metals including lead (Pb), arsenic 

(As) and zinc (Zn) of which cadmium (Cd) is considered ecologically the most 

hazardous (Moilanen & Issakainen, 2004, Saarsalmi & Kukkola, 2009, Vesterinen, 

2003a). The heavy metal content of wood ash depends on tree species and soil 

conditions, for example (Vesterinen, 2003a). In large quantities these heavy metals are 

detrimental to the environment, although results of their long-term effects have been 

contradictory to some extent and still require further research (Insam & Knapp, 2011, 

Moilanen & Issakainen, 2004). The Finnish fertilization legislation allows wood, peat, 

or agrobiomass generated by agriculture to be used as forest ash (Haglund et al., 2008). 

According to Haglund et al. (2008) a wood ash fertilizer should contain a minimum of 

1% phosphor and potassium, at least 6% calcium and a maximum of 2% chlorine. There 

is also a regulation limiting the concentration of cadmium to 1.5 grams per hectare per 

year in a fertilized forest area (Haglund et al., .2008, p. A/2). Currently, wood ash is 

considered a waste (Lindh. et al. 2005a, Stupak et al., 2007).  

 

When classifying wood ash production, two types of wood ash are generated: bottom 

ash and fly ash (Haglund et al., 2008, Laitinen & Lindh, 2005). Bottom ash is obtained 

from the lower part of the furnace while fly ash is collected through the various parts in 

the boiler (Haglund et al., 2008, Hubbard et al., 2007, Manskinen et al., 2011, Pitman, 

2006). The nutritional differences between these two have been compared, and often fly 

ash is considered richer in nutrients (Nurmesniemi et al., 2012, compare Hubbard et al. 

2007). However, this issue is debated since there are contradictory approaches to which 

of the two ashes should be utilized in fertilizing (compare Hubbard et al., 2007, 
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Tóthová, 2006). An example of the debate is elaborated by Nurmesniemi et al. (2012) 

who studied the physical and chemical properties of fly and bottom ash generated in a 

Finnish pulp and board mill. They found that fly ash contained significantly more 

chromium (Cr) and lead (Pb) compared to bottom ash. Despite the difference, both were 

compatible as fertilizers as defined by the Finnish fertilization legislation. Still, the 

authors consider fly ash to be more advantageous to soils and plants compared to 

bottom ash (Nurmesniemi et al., 2012). Usually when wood ash is discussed, it is 

referred to as the recovered ash from the combustion process (Hubbard et al., 2007). 

Since the categorization of bottom and fly ash is related to the combustion process, it is 

not contemplated further in this study.  

 

1.2 Wood ash recycling in Finland 

Wood ash recycling is regarded as a process of returning nutrients back to forests as ash 

to compensate for the removal of nutrients by bioenergy harvests. The process includes 

both the harvesting and usage of bioenergy as well as the return of nutrients to forest 

soils as wood ash (Baumanns, 2010, Ozolinčius et al., 2005). Ecologically, ash 

recycling is justified because it returns nutrients back to forest soils and reduces soil 

acidicity (Ozolinčius et al., 2005). Eriksson (2005) recommends ash recycling for soils 

suffering from acidicity but also for peat soils and other sites. Ash recycling is 

considered the preferred way of returning nutrients to forests (Eriksson, 2005). Attitudes 

towards utilizing by-products, such as wood ash, are positive as the recycling of ash 

reduces the amount of wood ash discarded in landfills (Laitinen et al., 2006, Olsson et 

al., 2008). Finnish pulp and paper industries adopted wood ash fertilization in their own 

forests from the late 1990s (Laitinen & Lindh, 2005, Laitinen et al. 2006). Wood ash 

recycling is especially discussed in Finland and Sweden where forests are an important 

source of bioenergy (Vesterinen, 2003a, p.5).  
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Figure 1. Wood ash recycling depiction (Baumanns, 2010, p. 1) 

 

Wood ash requires some processing before being used as a fertilizer. According to 

Lomander et al. (2005), loose wood ash is more reactive compared to processed ash and 

can cause damage to soils (Lomander et al. 2005). According to Staffan, loose wood ash 

can also be harmful to micro fauna, mycorrihiza and fine roots of the trees (Staffan). For 

power plants, the handling process of wood ash (see figure 2) requires a sorting system 

which enables managing the whole value chain of producing ash fertilizers (Andersson 

& Emilsson, 2005). There are alternative ways of handling ash. These processes include 

granulation, self-hardening, compaction and pelleting (Andersson & Emilsson, 2005, 

Lomander et al., 2005, Matilainen et al., 2013). Granulation, for example, entails that 

wood ash is blended with water and the mixture is then granulated in a container 

(Laitinen et al. 2006). The granulation of wood ash allows the ash to dissolve more 

slowly thus reducing negative environmental effects (Laitinen et al., 2006, Staffan). 

This process decreases probability of unwanted vegetation on soils and also reduces 

problems caused by dry ash, such as dusting (Laitinen et al., 2006). In the end, the 

overall attributes and quality of the ash are affected by various factors including tree 

species and their growth location, combustion and the collecting system of wood ash 

(Laitinen & Lindh, 2005)   
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Figure 2. Depiction of a wood ash recycling management system (Andersson & 

Emilsson, 2005, p. 8) 

 

Studies have been conducted on the profitability of different wood ash processing 

methods. According to Rasmusson et al. (2013), ash pellets were found to be the most 

cost efficient method for ash recycling compared to self-granulation which was seen as 

the most ineffective and costly method. Switching from self-granulation to producing 

pellets lowers total production costs by approximately 27% (Rasmusson et al., 2013).  

  

Several theses have been conducted on the utilization of wood ash from power plant 

perspectives. Laukkanen (2011) has explored the applicability and usability of wood ash 

in the Finnish energy sector. A more extensive study on wood ash recycling in Sweden 

by Baumanns (2010) utilized both a qualitative and quantitative approach to assess the 

barriers and opportunities in wood ash recycling. Ojala (2010) concluded that the 

barriers hindering wood ash utilization were its applicability as a fertilizer, costs as well 

as its current limitation for end-use. According to Laitinen and Lindh (2005), there are 

barriers hindering wood ash recycling including a lack of knowledge, machinery and 

operational chains.  

 

In order to increase the amount of wood ash utilized, the Finnish government has 

legislated a waste tax act which discourages the extraction of wastes such as ash to 

landfills. Because disposal costs to landfills have increased, power plants have had to 

readjust their ash management policies (Korpijärvi et al., 2012). However, Baumanns 

(2010) as well as Hånell and Tord (2005) state that power plants producing wood ash 

lack economic incentives to utilize wood ash in Sweden (Baumanns, 2010, Hånell & 
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Tord, 2005). Ojala (2010) also found that power plants may be insufficiently prepared 

for ash management which might generate unexpected processing and manufacturing 

costs imposed by the legislation. This might lead to a situation where ash utilization is 

not economically feasible (Ojala, 2010). In addition, the power plants seem to interpret 

REACH
1
 and fertilization legislation differently because some of the power plants 

found them unclear (Ojala, 2010). Ojala´s findings imply that these issues might 

discourage the interest in ash recycling while increasing the interest in other utility 

forms (Ojala, 2010).  In any case, many researchers have recognized the fact that there 

is a need to utilize wood ash and especially its recycling options more extensively 

(Insam & Knapp, 2011, Korpijärvi et al., 2012).  

 

1.3 The current market situation 

According to the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in Finland (2008a), the number 

of inorganic field ash and forest ash producers were 63 in 2007 in Finland (Ministry..., 

2008a, p. 8). This number included companies who produced applicable inorganic field 

ash or forest ash as a by-product. The quantity of deliveries were 130 000 tons of which 

33.7% (circa 44 000 tons) was used on forest fertilizing (see figure 3) (Ministry..., 

2008a, p. 8, 36). The Finnish Statistical Yearbook of Forestry states that the quantity of 

forest area fertilized was 32 000 hectares in 2012 (Metla, 2013, p. 130). On average, 

circa 25 000 ha of forest area is fertilized annually (Ministry…2008a, p. 7). Fertilizing 

aims at improving the health and growth of forests as well as the profitability of forestry 

(Ministry..., 2008a). There are two types of forest fertilization: growth and vitality 

fertilization. Growth fertilization adds nutrients to the soil which enable forest growth 

and decrease the nutrient deficiency of the soil while the vitality fertilization aims at 

restoring the nutrient balance in the soil and alleviating its acidicity, thus increasing 

growth (Saarsalmi & Mälkönen, 2001, see Seppänen, 2011, pp. 7-8). In general, mineral 

soils have been growth fertilized where peat-lands soils have been vitality fertilized 

(Ministry..., 2008a). Strangely enough, the EU has no regulations on fertilizers used in 

forests (Ministry..., 2008a) despite the concerns regarding heavy metal content 

                                                 
1
REACH (short for Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals) is a 

European Union regulation which addresses the production and use of chemical substances and their 

effects on human health and the environment. (http://www.tukes.fi/fi/Toimialat/Kemikaalit-biosidit-

ja-kasvinsuojeluaineet/Teollisuus--ja-kuluttajakemikaalit/REACH---asetus) (see Ojala, 2010) 

http://www.tukes.fi/fi/Toimialat/Kemikaalit-biosidit-ja-kasvinsuojeluaineet/Teollisuus--ja-kuluttajakemikaalit/REACH---asetus
http://www.tukes.fi/fi/Toimialat/Kemikaalit-biosidit-ja-kasvinsuojeluaineet/Teollisuus--ja-kuluttajakemikaalit/REACH---asetus
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expressed in various studies on long term environmental effects of wood ash fertilizers 

(Hubbard et al., 2007). 

 

Currently, vitality fertilization is subsidized by the government of Finland (Jaatinen, 

2011, Laitinen & Lindh, 2005). The Kemera subsidy has originally been designed to 

promote sustainable forestry in Finland. The legislation aims at the following goals: 1) 

securing timber production in Finland, 2) supporting the biological diversity of Finnish 

forests, 3) providing forest ecosystem management projects, and 4) "other measures in 

support of the activities referred to in subsections 1-3" (Ministry…, 2003, p. 1). The 

subsidy can be granted to a private forest owner as well as other parties if the actions 

undertaken promote forestry and the usage of private forests (Ministry…, 2003). In 

order to receive a subsidy a needle analysis is required from the site (Laitinen & Lindh, 

2005). A forest owner can receive the subsidy if the productivity of the forest is low 

despite the forestry procedures carried out on the site. If fertilization is to be executed, 

an execution plan is also required (Ministry..., 2014). The Kemera subsidy covers 40-

65% of the costs (Laitinen & Lindh, 2005, Laitinen et al., 2006). However, the Ministry 

of Agriculture and Forestry determined the level of the Kemera subsidy, which is 40% 

of the total costs from the year 2015 onwards (Ministry..., 2014, p. 71). The Ministry 

estimates that the quantities of vitality fertilizations will remain on their current level or 

decrease slightly (Ministry..., 2014) 

 

Figure 3. The end-uses of inorganic ash based fertilizing products in Finland in 2007 

(Ministry..., 2008a, p. 36). 
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There are approximately 9 million hectares of peatland forests in Finland (Nuutinen, 

2000, p. 282) of which around 5-7 million m
3
 yield of wood is harvested annually 

(Councillor of state et al., 2012, p. 13). Drained peat lands are an excellent target for 

wood ash fertilization since they usually lack nutrients such as phosphorus (P) and 

potassium (K) (Moilanen et al., 2012). The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in 

Finland (2008a) aims at reaching an annual quantity of 80 000 ha of fertilized forest by 

the year 2015. Of the total area of 80 000 hectares, growth fertilization is to cover 50 

000 ha and vitality fertilization the remaining 30 000 ha (Ministry..., 2008a, p. 22). This 

is a challenging target, which the Ministry acknowledges (Ministry..., 2008a). In the 

national forest strategy the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in Finland has 

stipulated to increase the usage of wood ash both in mineral and peatland forests in 

Finland (Ministry..., 2008a, Ministry..., 2008b). In the year 2012, the completion of 

these national goals was approximately 37% of vitality fertilization and 42% of growth 

fertilization (Metla, 2013, p. 105). The large quantity of drained peat lands in Finland 

has created possibilities for a larger scale timber utilization (Ministry… 2008b, 

Nuutinen, 2000), and wood ash utilization, too. Still, Laitinen et al., (2006) and Lindh et 

al. (2005a) consider wood ash fertilizing unorthodox in Finland because the ash 

fertilization quantities have been low. 

 

Surprisingly, very few reports and studies have been made on the ash fertilization 

market in Finland. To date there is very little information on the market, their 

production volumes and profitability, operating companies, producers, etc. but 

fortunately there is more information on forest and agricultural fertilizers, which 

provides a more general view of the fertilization market.  

 

1.4 Marketing of wood ash in Finland 

Wood ash fertilization is regarded as an investment in the growth and well-being of 

forests (Saarsalmi & Mälkönen, 2001). Researchers highlight the fact that wood ash 

increases tree growth on drained peat-lands on average 2 - 4 m
3
 per hectare per year 

(Moilanen & Issakainen, 2004, p. 6, Laitinen & Lindh, 2005, p. 66). Saarsalmi and 

Kukkola (2009) refer to a Swedish study by Jacobson in which wood ash increased tree 

growth by 4-10% in the most fertile mineral soil within a 5-11 year research period 

(Saarsalmi & Kukkola, 2009, p. 67). It has been estimated that the fertilizing effect of 
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wood ash lasts approximately 20 – 50 years (Laitinen & Lindh, 2005, p. 66, see 

Moilanen et al. 2012, p. 468, see Vesterinen, 2003a, p. 18). A typical amount of wood 

ash applied per hectare is around 3 – 5 tons (See Huotari, 2012, p.23, Hynönen et al., 

2008, p. 26). However, depending on the moisture content of the ash, the quantities used 

can range from 4 - 8 tons per hectare (Äijälä et al., 2014, p. 169). 

 

On mineral soils the growth effect of wood ash fertilization on trees is poor and not as 

significant as in organic soils (Augusto et al., 2008, contrast to Saarsalmi & Kukkola, 

2009). Because wood ash does not contain any nitrogen, it does not increase growth in 

nitrogen deficiency areas (Saarsalmi & Kukkola, 2009). Based on the wood ash 

fertilization study by Moilanen and Issakainen (2004), the fertility of the peat land soil 

and the quantity of ash used has a connection to the growth effects: the more ash was 

used on a more fertile soil, the better were the beneficial effects. However, the quantity 

of ash applied and its impact on tree growth on peat-lands is debated as overdoses might 

not lead to desired results (see Moilanen & Issakainen, 2004).  

 

Private forest owners´ perceptions of wood ash and ash recycling have been investigated 

to some extent. Researchers Saarsalmi and Mälkönen (2001) indicate that forest owners 

are principally interested in the profitability of forest fertilization including ash 

fertilization application but whether or not they are willing to fertilize depends on their 

general view to forest management. According to Bohlin and Mårtensson (2004), forest 

owners lack information on investing in ash fertilization and ash recycling: Those who 

objected to wood ash recycling considered leaving forest residues on the site sufficient 

enough to safeguard the nutrient balance of forests while those who supported wood ash 

recycling saw benefits in increased pH levels. The forest owners supporting ash 

recycling also regarded mechanical damage caused by the spreading of ash as minimal 

(Bohlin & Mårtensson, 2004). Bohlin and Mårtensson (2004) identified the following 

three obstacles for ash recycling in Sweden: 1) clear regulation is missing, 2) the 

availability of ash recycling services and 3) the lack of knowledge of ash recycling. 

These researchers emphasize that more relevant information on ash recycling should be 

distributed to private forest owners in Sweden (Bohlin & Mårtensson, 2004). In Finland, 

on the other hand, Laitinen and Lindh (2005) regard the lack of knowledge and suitable 

machinery as barriers for using wood ash as a fertilizer. Laitinen et al. (2006) suggest 

that relevant information on the benefits as well as costs of ash recycling is required in 
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order to make forest owners more aware of its possibilities. Both in Finland and in 

Sweden some forest owners are critical towards heavy metal content when using wood 

ash in fertilization which, to some extent, has had a negative influence on its popularity 

(Laitinen et al., 2006).  

 

Researchers have also explored transport and spreading costs of wood ash. Different 

processing methods for wood ash and logistical costs have been assessed to compare the 

economic feasibility of ash recycling (Rasmusson et al., 2013, Väätäinen et al., 2010). 

Laitinen, Lindh and Järvelä (2006) suggest that spreading areas should be larger: the 

spreading of ash could be executed more efficiently if many types of areas were 

fertilized at the same time. Using a helicopter to spread wood ash is regarded as an 

effective way if the area is at least five hectares in a 2.5 kilometer radius (Laitinen et al., 

2006). Still, ground fertilization is a more widely used and recommended spreading 

method because of its lower costs (Hubbard et al., 2007, Väätäinen et al., 2010). On the 

other hand, logistical spreading routes have to be planned carefully to minimize harmful 

environmental impacts (Hubbard et al., 2007, Väätäinen et al., 2010). 

 

1.5. Motivation of the study 

Wood ash and wood ash recycling have been studied quite extensively from an 

ecological point of view. Surprisingly enough, there is little research available on wood 

ash stakeholders and their external environment. As the previous research and literature 

indicate, my impression is that there is a by-flow that is increasing in quantity, due to 

the growing bioenergy consumption of wood based raw materials. Forest and energy 

industries are encouraged to utilize wood ash on the basis of research findings which 

highlight its various benefits in fertilization. These industries are also influenced by the 

waste tax act because it discourages the extraction of wastes such as wood ash in 

landfills. Due to these developments, both industries have had to reconsider their wood 

ash policies. Apparently, forest industries in Finland would have the resources and 

capabilities to utilize wood ash since it is one of their by-flows and is related to their 

core competencies. The forest industries could influence customer perceptions of wood 

ash efficiently through utilizing different marketing methods as well as research and 

development. This view emphasizes their role as introducers of new products to the 

market on a wider scale. Still, the companies are affected by their stakeholders 
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including customers. Based on the literature (see pp. 10-12), customer perceptions have 

been investigated while the points of view of the industry and stakeholders have been 

neglected. However, focusing only on the industry and the companies would not 

provide an extensive view to the phenomenon because there are various stakeholders 

involved. Thus, we have to make efforts to understand all the parties and their views on 

their external environments.  
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2. Theoretical framework 

The theoretical framework of the study is based on Environmental Scanning (ES). ES is 

an organizational process of obtaining, disseminating and analyzing external and 

internal environment information for strategic planning (Bhandari, 2013, Choo, 2002, 

Jeffs, 2008). Because ES is connected to strategy formulation, it is regarded as part of 

strategic management (Bhandari, 2013). Thus, the structure of the theoretical 

framework is the following: the background to ES and its connection to strategic 

marketing are introduced first after which the Environmental Scanning theory is 

contemplated.  In the end, the summary and conclusions are presented.   

 

2.1 An introduction to Environmental Scanning  

A lot of business research focuses on companies´ external and internal environments as 

well as markets. According to Bhandari (2013), a company establishes a vision, a 

mission, values and a strategy which define the ways how a company creates 

competitive advantage in the long term. In order to develop a successful strategy, a 

company needs to understand its internal and external environment. The strategic 

analysis of the internal and external environment includes theoretical concepts such as 

Porter´s five competitive forces, the PESTLE framework, SWOT analysis as well as the 

Resource based view (RBV) (see figure 4; Bhandari, 2013). All these concepts/theories 

are beneficial to managers analyzing the external environment and formulating 

strategies because they are connected to strategic management (Bhandari, 2013).  
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Figure 4. Portrayal of the strategic analysis of the external environment, (Bhandari, 

2013, p. 91)  

 

Strategic management includes the procedures and processes undertaken to sustain and 

guarantee the survival and success of a company in “a competitive environment” in the 

long term (Bhandari, 2013, p. 2). Bhandari (2013) elaborates on the following four 

phases of strategic management: 1) Financial Planning, 2) Forecast-Based Planning, 3) 

Externally-Oriented planning / Strategic Planning, 4) Strategic management. In the first 

two phases managers plan and forecast the finances of the company.  The third phase 
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involves actual operating plans on how the company pursues to operate in the market. 

The fourth phase includes the actual execution, monitoring and control of the plans 

(Bhandari, 2013, pp. 16-17). In order to achieve strategic goals, managers and 

strategists seek to understand their external environment, which requires ES.  

 

Bhandari (2013) presents the basic elements of strategic management process and 

considers Environmental Scanning (ES) as a requirement for strategy formulation. 

Mercer (1998) identified three goals for Environmental Scanning: 1) the result of the 

analysis should increase the organizations´ knowledge and understanding of the current 

and possible changes in the environment. 2) The analysis should provide information 

for decision making, and 3) it should promote strategic thinking (Mercer, 1998). The 

objective of ES is to identify such strategic factors in the external and internal 

environment that will influence and to some extent define the organizations´ future 

operations (Bhandari, 2013). It is vital to understand the external environment because 

it affects the organization both directly and indirectly (see figure 5). Hence, the role of 

ES in the strategic management process is significant since it provides the foundation 

for a successful strategy (Bhandari, 2013).  

 

 

Figure 5. Strategic management processes by Bhandari, (2013, p. 21) 

 

The most compatible theory employed in this study is ES because the RBV emphasizes 

the companies´ internal resources and capabilities while the Porter´s five competitive 

forces focus on industrial analysis (Bhandari, 2013, Huggins & Izushi, 2011). The 

Environmental Scanning theory utilizes both Porter´s five competitive forces and RBV 

to some extent since they are included in the ES theory. For these reasons, it is regarded 

as unnecessary to analyze Porter´s model and RBV in detail. This study focuses on 

describing, analyzing and interpreting ash fertilization stakeholders´ perceptions of their 

external environment.  
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2.2 Environmental Scanning 

Environmental Scanning (ES) refers to the analysis of the external environment as well 

as the acquisition of external and internal information (such as patterns, trends and 

relationships) which assist in strategic planning (AFI, 2003, Bhandari, 2013, see Choo, 

2001, p. 1). By means of ES, companies can recognize opportunities and threats and 

utilize this information in their strategy formulation (Bhandari, 2013). ES has been 

connected to a better organization performance: for example Zhang et al. (2011) suggest 

that ES could help companies adjust their business strategies and achieve better 

competitiveness and performance (Babatunde & Adebisi, 2012, Zhang et al., 2011). ES 

is also often related to micro and macro analysis (Bhandari, 2013). ES ought to be an 

ongoing process in a company (Babatunde & Adebisi, 2012, Jeffs, 2008).  

 

ES is regarded as a prerequisite for strategy formulation as seen in figure 5 (Bhandari, 

2013, Zhang et al., 2012). Bhandari (2013) divides ES into an internal and external 

environmental analysis and considers internal analysis to be the beginning of ES. The 

internal analysis includes analyzing management and employee interactions, internal 

communication, organization structure, access to resources and brand awareness, among 

other things. On the other hand, the external analysis includes an analysis of industrial 

and national environment as well as an analysis of a broader socio-economic 

environment and macro environment (Bhandari, 2013). The scanned environment is 

regarded as dynamic (Babatunde & Adebisi, 2012). One of the main purposes of ES is 

the identification of relevant information in the external environment: to be up-to-date 

of the recent developments or changes in it (AFI, 2003). As a company becomes more 

competitive, the external environment analysis becomes more important (Bhandari, 

2013).  

 

A conceptual framework of ES presented by Choo (2002a) is seen in figure 6.  It 

consists of four categories 1) Situational dimensions, 2) Organizational strategies, 3) 

Managerial traits, and 4) Information needs, Information seeking and Information use. 

The situational dimensions refer to the perceived environmental uncertainty, which is 

considered to have a vital role. The organizational strategies define how the scanning is 

executed. Managerial traits include the knowledge and skills of the scanners in the 

organization. Information needs define the focus in ES and specify what information is 

required within a given time. Information seeking is related to both scanning methods 
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and sources utilized while information use is connected to the strategic planning process 

and execution of strategies (AFI, 2003, Choo 2002a).   

 

 

Figure 6: A conceptual framework of Environmental Scanning (Choo, 2002a, p. 5). 

 

ES includes both the viewing of information as well as the search for information (AFI, 

2003, Choo, 2001, 2002a,b, see Zhang et al, 2012). Choo (2001) expanded the work of 

Aguilar (1967) and presented a framework based on two conditions affecting scanning 

in organizations: 1) the analyzability of the environment, and 2) organizational 

intrusiveness. The analyzability is based on whether a company regards its environment 

to be analyzable or not. The definition of intrusiveness was derived from Aguilar and 

adopted by Choo (2001) who interprets intrusiveness as how much a company interacts/ 

“intrudes” with its environment to collect information (Choo, 2001, p. 7). An 

organization that “intrudes” actively with the external environment participates 

thoroughly in the market and allocates sufficient resources to information searching 

while an unintrusive organization is more passive and utilizes and interprets the 

available information on the environment (Ojo, 2008). 

 

Choo (2001) categorizes ES modes into four different categories: 1) Undirected 

viewing, 2) Enacting, 3) Conditioned viewing and 4) Searching (figure 7). These four 

are affected by information needs, information seeking as well as information use. 

Undirected viewing finds the external environment unanalyzable, which discourages 
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companies from analyzing it. Conditioned viewing refers to a company that considers 

the external environment analyzable but is passive in collecting information on it.  

Enacting, on the other hand, occurs when an organization finds its external environment 

unanalyzable, but actively interacts with it. In this mode the company needs information 

to test the external environment. Searching/discovery refers to an analyzable 

environment which actively interacts with its external environment (Choo, 2001, pp. 12-

20). There can be minor differences in using the terms: for example Australian 

Foresight Institute (AFI, 2003) replaces Enacting with Informal Search and searching 

with formal searching.  

  
Undirected 

viewing 
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viewing 
Enacting 

Discovery/ 

Searching 

Information Needs 

Non routine, 

informal data, 

hunch, rumor, 

chance, 

opportunities 
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boundaries. 

Experimentation, 

testing. Create own 
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doing. 

Formal 
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Finding correct 
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personal sources, 

casual 
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reports, no 
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Regular record 

keeping and 

information 
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External, personal 

sources, Irregular 
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Internal, 
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information. 

Scanning unit. 

Information Use 

Much 
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coalition building 

Little 
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reduction, many 

rules, few 

cycles, defender 

strategy, 

programmed 

decision process 
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reduction Moderate 

rules and cycles. 

Prospector strategy. 

Incremental decision 

process. 

Little 

equivocality 

reduction. Many 
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cycles, analyzer 

strategy. 

Analytical 

decision Process 

Environmental 

assumptions 
Unanalyzable Analyzable Unanalyzable Analyzable 

Organizational 

intrusiveness 
Passive Passive Active Active 

Figure 7: Environmental Scanning modes (Choo, 2002b, p. 95).  

 

Zhang et al. (2011) depict the ES process (see figure 8). Perceived Strategic Uncertainty 

(PSU) originates from the difference between the information obtained and the 

information required, which results in information asymmetry (Zhang et al., 2011). 

Zhang et al. (2011) and Choo (2001, 2002a) regard PSU as an important concept in ES. 
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PSU is affected by two external environment characteristics: 1) degree of complexity, 

and 2) rate of change. The degree of complexity refers to the quantity of significant 

external factors affecting the organizational operations while the rate of change is 

regarded as the frequency of change in the external environment (Zhang et al., 2011, p. 

69). Choo (2002a) and Zhang et al. (2011) suggest that PSU initiates ES. This leads to 

defining the organization´s information needs after which the process of gathering data 

begins. The received information is stored and processed after which it is distributed 

within the organization. Ultimately, it becomes part of the knowledge of the company 

(Zhang et al., 2011). Zhang et al. (2011) express that the process of ES is seldom a 

linear one. Processes concerning “information distribution” might be neglected because 

of a shortage of time and resources (Zhang et al., 2011, p. 77). The ES process ends 

when the information is ready be utilized in decision making (Zhang et al., 2010, p. 720, 

Zhang et al., 2011, p. 77). The end result of ES is new knowledge and perceptions of the 

external environment (Zhang et al., 2011, p. 76), which is why ES is also connected to 

organizational learning (Choo, 2001).  

 

 

Figure 8: The process of Environmental scanning (Zhang et al., 2011, p. 77).  

 

The ES process has been criticized because of its pursuit of being objective: When an 

individual seeks information to solve a problem, his/her previous experiences might 

narrow the search for a solution. We can be accustomed to executing searches in a 

certain manner which may lead to inaccurate and inefficient searches if we do not 

challenge our prejudices or other underlying assumptions (AFI, 2003, Hamrefors, 

1999). The self-efficacy of the employees affects the scanning as well (Zhang et al., 

2010). AFI (2003) argues that the usage of any framework would be beneficial in 
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expanding perceptions of scanning since “we tend to see what we expect to see” (AFI, 

2003, p. 61) ES is also criticized because not all companies, especially smaller firms, 

are able to conduct ES, due to a lack of resources or skills. Thus, they cannot utilize 

valuable information sources, which may affect their performance (Zhang et al., 2012). 

ES and similar information usage concepts/theories such as Business Intelligence (BI) 

have been found confusing by some researchers because no clear linkages or differences 

between the concepts have been established. In addition, the concepts are, to some 

extent, overlapping (Hamrefors, 1999, Zhang et al. 2012). However, Zhang et al. (2012) 

and AFI (2003) have separated these terms clearly: ES is considered to be the largest 

external analysis method compared to BI because it covers the external environment the 

most extensively (AFI, 2003, Zhang et al., 2012).  

 

2.3 Summary 

Environmental Scanning (ES) has been selected because of its suitability for this study 

(see chapter 2.1). The external environment analysis has been a debated research subject 

as many famous theories including Porter´s five competitive forces and the RBV 

address it. Because ES affects strategy formulation, it has an effect on company 

performance. However, in this study ES is emphasized from the process of acquiring 

information on the external environment. Although ES is linked to internal decision 

making, this study does not focus on the information usage in strategy formulation, but 

on ash fertilization stakeholders´ perceptions of their external environment. Because ES 

depicts the organization´s needs and willingness to understand the external 

environment, it provides a profound theoretical framework. That is why I consider the 

usage of ES justified in this context. 

 

Central definitions:  

 

Ash fertilization stakeholder: A group, person or an organization involved in the ash 

fertilization market or affected by wood ash recycling or wood ash fertilization.  

 

Ash fertilizer: See wood ash (below). 
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Degree of complexity: quantity of external factors affecting the company´s perception 

of their external environment (Zhang et al., 2011, p. 69). 

 

External environment: the organization´s relevant social and physical factors outside 

the distinctive boundaries of an organization which affect managerial decision-making 

(Mcgee & Sawyerr, 2003, p. 386; see. Zhang et al., 2011, p. 68).  

 

Environmental Scanning (ES): Environmental Scanning is the analysis of the external 

environment and the acquisition of external and internal information (such as patterns, 

trends and relationships) which assist in strategic planning (AFI, 2003, Bhandari, 2013, 

See Choo, 2001, p. 1). 

 

Perceived Strategic Uncertainty (PSU): A perceived uncertainty or unpredictability in 

the organization´s  external environment, which is caused by the variation in the 

information obtained and the information required (Zhang et al., 2011). 

 

Rate of change: Perceived frequency of change in the organization´s external 

environment (Zhang et al., 2011, p. 69). 

 

Wood ash: an applicable forest fertilizer which is created though the process of burning 

wood, peat or agro-biomass (Hynönen et al., 2008, p. 6) 

 

Wood ash recycling: A process of returning nutrients back to the forests as wood ash to 

compensate for nutrient export by caused bioenergy harvests (Baumanns, 2010, 

Ozolinčius et al., 2005). 
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3. Methodology 

This is a qualitative study employing a guided interview method. The philosophical 

approach and the reasons for selecting a qualitative method are explained in more detail 

(see chapter 3.1). Chapter 3.2 addresses the focused/ guided interview method followed 

by the elaboration of the interviewed stakeholders. The last chapter addresses reliability 

and validity. 

  

3.1 Philosophical approach 

This study aims to describe, analyze and interpret ash fertilization stakeholders´ 

perceptions of their external environments. To date not much research into this field has 

been conducted. That is why I have chosen to apply a qualitative approach because it 

allows the exploration of individual stakeholder perceptions of their external 

environment. The collected data is subjective and subject to interpretation. In my view 

the topic requires more qualitative and quantitative research to increase the awareness of 

ash fertilization stakeholders and their external environment. 

 

3.2 The Guided/focused interview 

The focused/guided interview seeks to explore individual perceptions of a particular 

matter in detail (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2004).  The guided/focused interview is regarded 

as a semi-structured interview (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2004, Merton et al., 1990) and it has 

been utilized in various studies, for example doctoral theses (see Virolainen, 2010). The 

guided/focused interview enables mutual interaction with the interviewee and the 

interviewer since the themes in the interview are defined beforehand, which provides a 

convenient framework for the interview. This helps an interviewer to control/steer the 

interview depending on the conditions (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2004, see Pykäläinen, 2000, 

p. 49).  This study aims at collecting information from the stakeholders´ points of view 

in their own words. Since individual stakeholder perceptions of their external 

environment are examined, the use of focused/guided interview is justified (Hirsjärvi & 

Hurme, 2004). 

 

The interview structure (see the appendix) is thematic and consists of the following 

themes: 1) Wood ash fertilization market in Finland, 2) Barriers hindering wood ash 
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fertilization in Finland, 3) Perceptions of wood ash recycling and its effect on 

stakeholders´ external environment, and 4) Environmental Scanning practices among 

the stakeholders. 

 

There is limited information on a guided/focused interview in English. Almost all 

reference material used in this section is based on the Finnish language. Therefore I 

have had to translate some concepts into English. The Finnish “teemahaastattelu" can be 

translated as a guided/ focused interview, but in the relevant English literature this 

method is often related to group interviews (for example Merton et al., 1990). If the 

Finnish word is verbatim translated into English, the method is called “thematic 

interview”. Hirsjärvi and Hurme (2004) argue that there are differences between the 

focused interview by Merton and the Finnish method called “thematic interview”. The 

latter which is derived from the focused interview is semi-structured and focuses on 

specific themes. What is essential in this method is that all individual experiences, 

thoughts, feelings and beliefs can be explored. This method acknowledges that an 

individual´s perceptions and the meanings he/she connects to them are crucial. The 

meanings are created in interaction between the interviewer and the interviewee which 

the researcher is pursuing to grasp through the interview process (Hannila & Kyngäs, 

2008, Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2004). There may be some differences in interpreting the 

concept of focused/guided interview depending on what language is used. The main 

attributes of the interview are presented in this section and described further in the result 

section.  

3.3 Stakeholder elaboration 

Bhandari (2013) describes the three environments affecting companies: the societal 

environment, the task environment (industry) and the internal environment. According 

to Zhang et al. (2012), the task environment is the near environment of an industry 

which influences its operating companies directly. In this study I have endeavored to 

interview one or two stakeholders from each group included in the task environment 

(see figure 9). The interviewees consist of the following stakeholder groups: customers, 

government forest organizations, suppliers/producers, manufacturers, researchers and 

forest associations. It is recognized that not all parties are included in this study because 

of limited resources and availability of stakeholders, which naturally affects the depth of 

this study. My aim was to interview the most active and influential stakeholders in the 
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ash fertilization market. Because the stakeholders work for different kinds of 

businesses, their perceptions of the external environment differs quite drastically and 

they emphasize different features in the external environment because of their market 

positions. These stakeholders provide a wider view to the ash fertilization market.   

 Figure 9. Depiction of an organizations´ external environment (Bhandari, 2013, p. 23) 

 

3.4 Reliability and Validity 

Qualitative research methods have been criticized for their reliability, validity and 

transparency (Clausen, 2012). The reliability and validity of qualitative research has 

been addressed by numerous researchers who have provided tools to measure them 

(Flick, 2014, Munhall et al., 2008). Still, some researchers seem to disagree on the 

content of these concepts as well as on their usage (Morse et al., 2002). It has been 

debated whether the terms reliability and validity even belong to the paradigm of 

qualitative research (Golafshani, 2003). 

 

In qualitative research the major criticism towards reliability and validity is due to the 

fact that these two criteria are not dealt with until the data has been gathered and 

analyzed. This is why the role of “verification strategies” is emphasized throughout all 

the stages of the research process (Morse et al., 2002, pp. 12-16). Verification is 

regarded as the procedures utilized during the research to check, confirm and increase 

certainty enabling reliable and valid information. Thus Morse et al. (2002) consider 
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qualitative research iterative, since the researcher constantly develops the structures and 

execution of the research in line with the literature and research design. It is emphasized 

that ultimately this results in checking the data systematically, sustaining focus as well 

as evaluating the analysis and its interpretation (Morse et al., 2002). Due to these 

reasons, Morse et al. (2002) criticize member checks and audit trails because they do 

not guarantee a sufficient assessment of reliability and validity during the research. 

 

Virolainen (2010) points out that there are both challenges and opportunities in an 

interview method as far as reliability is concerned. If an interview situation is perceived 

to be discouraging, it may affect the ways how issues are being discussed (Virolainen, 

2010). Although, the subject in this study is not considered too personal or intrusive, the 

goal is to establish an interview environment where interviewees would feel safe and 

open to express their perceptions in a manner they see fit. Therefore establishing some 

common ground is important. Hence, certain aspects of the data gathering and analysis 

such as safeguarding anonymity of respondents have to be explained before the actual 

interviews.  

 

As Morse et al. (2002) crystallize:” Research is only as good as the investigator” (Morse 

et al., 2002, p. 10). There are a lot of requirements for a professional qualitative 

researcher, since sufficient knowledge, detailed understanding of the research 

phenomenon as well as other beneficial attributes are required to conduct a credible 

qualitative research (Morse et al., 2002). This study aims to recognize and improve as 

many deficiencies by peer feedback as possible, instructor advice as well as my own 

personal intuition and decision making. Still, there are variables, which may not be 

taken into account, due to my inexperience. To me conducting this study has been and 

will be a learning process as well, which affects the overall results. Due to a shortage of 

time and resources, triangulation is not utilized.  The data is presented thematically.  I 

pursue to provide a transparent view of the data by separating it from the analysis 

(Flick, 2014). A guided/ focused interview approach allows a convenient transition to a 

thematic analysis. In addition, 1-3 pre-interviews were scheduled to modify the 

interview structure. The first pre-interview was to be conducted in companies which 

used to operate in the wood ash fertilization market but went bankrupt.  
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4. Results 

In this section the data of this master´s thesis is presented. First an overview of the data 

gathering process is given and the information on the execution of the interviews is 

described. This is followed by a thematic presentation of the data. The described data is 

further analyzed in the discussion section (chapter 5.)   

  

4.1 Data gathering process 

The data collection started in early May 2014 and lasted till the end of October 2014. 

Pre-interviews were scheduled to be conducted in two former wood ash fertilization 

companies to modify the interview structure. Both of the pre-interview candidates 

wondered if they were suitable for this research: they felt that their knowledge of the 

subject was a bit out of date. That is why no pre-interviews were conducted. However, 

the interview structure was upgraded during the process. Questions considering the 

waste tax act, the competitiveness of ash fertilizers against artificial fertilizers as well as 

the Kemera subsidy were added.  

 

There were a few occasions where modifications on the interview composition were 

made. In one case, a group interview was requested by the organization itself. In one 

manufacturing organization three interviews were conducted. I interviewed four 

stakeholders via telephone, because of their tight schedules and for convenience.  Also 

two telephone interviews were made with one stakeholder. These arrangements were 

made according to their wishes.   

 

All the interviews were recorded with the permission of the interviewees. The 

interviews were transcribed shortly after. The recording quality was not superb in two 

of the telephone interviews, but care was taken to transcribe the recordings as accurately 

as possible. All of the interviews were conducted in Finnish. 

 

In the data gathering process, the term wood ash was often referred to as forest ash or 

ash fertilizer meaning the combination of peat ash and wood ash. Because of this, the 

term ash fertilizer is used both in the data and in the analysis. This concept was regarded 

as a sole ash fertilizer or ash and peat fertilizer which can be considered a fertilizer, 
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according to the fertilization legislation. This view can be considered the same as the 

definition of wood ash by Hynönen et al. (2008) (see p. 22). 

 

4.2 Data 

The data consists of 18 interviews in 15 organizations. A total of 20 people were 

interviewed for this study. The stakeholders interviewed can be grouped into the 

following categories: 1) Producers, 2) Manufacturers/ sellers, 3) Government (ministry), 

4) Forest research organization, 5) Independent forest organization, 6) Customer, and 7) 

other forest organization as presented in figure 10. The producer category includes 

stakeholders producing only ash. Manufacturers/sellers are stakeholders who primarily 

manufacture and sell ash, but they can also be producers selling ash fertilizers. Thus, the 

producer and manufacturer category are overlapping to some extent. The other forest 

organizations include stakeholders whose role is a bit more ambiguous and more 

difficult to categorize.  

 

 

Figure 10. The categorization of the stakeholders interviewed.  

 

This categorization in figure 10 provides a broad view of the stakeholders and their 

organizations interviewed. This categorization is not accurate as it aims only to 

visualize the business areas in which the stakeholders operate. Because of research 
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ethics, the categorization of the above mentioned groups is limited. The overall data on 

each research question is provided in the appendices. 

 

4.2.1 The wood ash fertilization market in Finland 

When asked about production quantities, the stakeholders found it difficult to estimate 

the annual wood ash production volumes. Seven stakeholders estimated the annual 

wood ash production quantities in the whole of Finland or in their own operations while 

eight stakeholders did not have any estimates. The seven stakeholders´ estimates of the 

produced amounts included all kinds of estimates of the wood ash utilization in 

fertilization. The producers provided information on their own production volumes to 

give an idea of the size of their own operations. Some stakeholders described the 

volumes by comparing fertilization usage to road/land construction. The stakeholders 

considered that the quantities of ashes used in fertilization were quite small: most of the 

wood ash is being utilized in road or land construction.  

 

The stakeholders interpreted the geographical market area for ash fertilizers quite 

differently. Seven stakeholders described the market area through geographical 

locations in Finland while nine stakeholders approached the ash fertilization market area 

through current operating companies and their locations. In these cases the ash 

fertilization market area was connected to the near operating environment of these 

companies. Four of the interviewees were more specific and defined the market area 

ranging from the northern border of the Uusimaa region to the cities of Oulu and 

Rovaniemi. All the interviewees were aware that the best results with ash fertilizers 

were achieved in drained peatlands. 

 

All the stakeholders were aware of the operating chain in the ash fertilization business. 

The stakeholders identified the producer, the intermediate logistical part, seller/ 

manufacturer, and spreader. Operating companies such as FA Forest were identified in 

12 cases. However, seven stakeholders were of the opinion that there was a lack of 

operating companies between the producers and the manufacturers/sellers. One 

interviewee mentioned that “there are only a few operating companies, the forest owner 

does not have many alternatives to tender fertilization projects". The reason for the lack 

of operating companies was related to the low profitability of ash fertilization business. 
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One respondent described that “if this was a goldmine, there would be everyone 

attending the market, but because it isn´t, there are just a few operating companies”. 

 

The majority of the stakeholders found it difficult to address the profitability of ash 

fertilization business. Profitability was not described in specific €/ha, €/ton, rather in a 

descriptive manner. Five stakeholders viewed that the profitability of the ash 

fertilization business is quite low. Only one manufacturing stakeholder gave a specific 

profit margin estimate which was 25-50€/ha. One stakeholder from the other forestry 

association category stated that “Well, as mentioned, at the moment we are below the 

profitability margin if we consider ash fertilization”.  

 

Five stakeholders described the challenges in adding value to the ash fertilizers. A 

successful business model was considered difficult to create because wood ash was 

regarded as challenging to sell while providing value for the customers and keeping the 

costs manageable. The stakeholder described some attempts to develop ash products but 

considered them unsuccessful. Two manufacturing stakeholders stated that some 

operating companies preferred to keep the operating chain from the supplier to the end-

user as short as possible to have the price competitive. The competitiveness of ash 

fertilizers was especially discussed when comparing ash fertilizers to artificial 

fertilizers. According to six stakeholders, artificial fertilizers were more competitive 

than ash fertilizers. One manufacturing stakeholder viewed that: “… the profitability is 

difficult to achieve because you still have to compete with the price of the products 

against traditional artificial fertilizers”. However, the stakeholders interpreted this quite 

differently and three stakeholders objected to this strongly. The three stakeholders 

considered ash fertilizers to offer a valuable service with a competitive price. These 

three stakeholders consisted of one customer and two manufacturing stakeholders (see 

chapter 5.1.4).  

 

The waste tax act was elaborated in detail by the majority of the stakeholders. The tax 

entails a fee of 50 € per ton of ash disposed to a landfill. Eleven stakeholders regarded 

the waste tax act as a major push-force to the market: They regarded it as an incentive 

which forced producers and other stakeholders to develop wood ash for fertilization, 

among other uses. Some of these stakeholders were a little uncertain about producers´ 

motivation to develop and market wood ash fertilizers if the tax did not exist. These 
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eleven stakeholders emphasized that avoiding the waste tax act was a major reason for 

utilizing wood ashes. Especially five of the eleven stakeholders wondered whether an 

energy organization would have the necessary interest in participating in the ash 

fertilization market because their business is not directly connected to forest 

fertilization. One stakeholder of the other forestry organization category explained:" 

Wood ash is a waste or a by-product flow generated in the production process, it is not 

purposefully generated in the forest industries. That´s why it is not a forest industry 

product, which should be constantly noted when we are examining these flows". 

According to a manufacturing stakeholder, this sort of approach leads to situations in 

which ash fertilization is not executed properly. If ash fertilization is not their core 

competence, such stakeholders might not make every effort to execute it equally 

thoroughly as compared to companies who are strategically incorporated in forest 

fertilization. Not all stakeholders agreed with this. Two stakeholders were of the 

opinion that both the energy and forest industries pursued to utilize wood ash 

extensively. Eight stakeholders did not address this subject at all. 

 

Eight stakeholders described more or less specifically that ash producers used to pay the 

manufacturers and intermediates for accepting wood ash to avoid the costs imposed by 

the waste act. They considered it more convenient and less expensive to give the wood 

ash away than pay the tax. Almost every stakeholder group (excluding the producers) 

criticized this practice because it was found neither profitable nor sustainable in the long 

run. For instance, according to a stakeholder of the other forestry organization category, 

the waste tax act has enabled the producer to transport wood ash over long distances to 

avoid the costs of the tax. What´s more, the transport is cheaper than paying the tax. The 

customer stakeholder emphasized the critical role of the waste tax act in the ash 

fertilization market and stressed that “The market is based on what the disposal costs 

are. Along the costs, ash fertilization started quite quickly when wood ash waste became 

costly”. The ash producers accepted the code of conduct and considered it important:” 

the manufacturing company has to live and be profitable as well”. The two producers 

found the utilization of wood ash significant in many ways. Two stakeholders discussed 

the relevancy of the waste tax act in the current external environment and found it to be 

out of date. However, they did not elaborate their thoughts more thoroughly.   
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All the 15 stakeholders considered following both the fertilization law and the heavy 

metal limits extremely important. Keeping the level of heavy metals in ash fertilizers 

lower than the limits was considered vitally important. What the producers emphasized 

was the quality of wood ash as one of the main priorities for a producer because the 

quality determines its usability. A total of 12 stakeholders underlined the quality of 

wood ash. 

 

Five stakeholders stated that the minimum requirements of the nutrient content of 

fertilizers as defined by the fertilization law do not necessarily guarantee the making of 

a proper and competitive fertilization product. In their opinion ash fertilizers ought to 

contain more nutrients than the minimum requirements. One manufacturer stakeholder 

summed it up quite well:” When you ask a forest engineer what kind of fertilizer you 

should use in a forest, it´s not the same as the fertilization law allows to be put in there. 

Well, here is the difference. The products can meet the legal requirements but they are 

not necessarily good enough to fertilize a location”: The nutrient content of wood ash 

was especially discussed when comparing it with chemical fertilizers. The nutrient 

content of chemical fertilizers is precisely defined, compared to wood ash. Therefore 

their quantities needed to fertilize a forest are much smaller than those of wood ash. Six 

stakeholders criticizing ash fertilizers´ competitiveness perceived that ash was 

problematic in terms of both homogeneity and dilute content, which is why big 

quantities are needed.  

 

The Kemera subsidy was regarded as both beneficial and disadvantageous for the wood 

ash fertilization market. Six stakeholders viewed it beneficial, seven did not have a view 

and two considered it negative. Those supporting the Kemera subsidy  and including 

some of the manufacturers perceived it to be a good way to connect with the customers 

and market wood ash products. Those objecting to the Kemera subsidy were of the 

opinion that it compensated for too much of the total fertilization costs: this has created 

a situation where the Kemera subsidy defines whether to undertake forest fertilization or 

not. The stakeholders also pointed out that if forest owners did not receive the subsidy, 

the fertilization decision would be postponed or not taken at all. However, the 

stakeholders who addressed the negative influences of the Kemera subsidy, criticized 

more forestry organizations´ marketing abilities than the subsidy itself.  
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Also the impact of Kemera subsidy on the profitability of ash fertilization was 

discussed. The forestry association stakeholder and one manufacturing stakeholder had 

opposite views to the cost/benefit analysis in executing ash fertilization with or without 

the subsidy. The forestry association stakeholder considered the fertilization to be 

unprofitable without the Kemera subsidy. One manufacturing stakeholder, on the other 

hand, emphasized that the fertilization was very profitable with or without the subsidy. 

The majority of the interviewees did not address the subject. 

 

According to six stakeholders, the forest fertilization market is strongly influenced by 

the general wood market and trade. If wood trade is active, it affects the fertilization 

market positively. The buying and selling of wood had a correlation to the quantities of 

fertilization as well as to its attractiveness. The rest of the stakeholders did not explicitly 

bring up this subject.  

 

4.2.2 Barriers hindering wood ash fertilization  

Twelve stakeholders considered high logistical costs to be the most common barrier. 

The stakeholders included both the transport of wood ash as well as its spreading into 

the logical costs. Because the required amount of wood ash is 3-5 t/ha in ash 

fertilization, the logistical costs are more significant compared to artificial fertilizers. 

Only in a certain radius, the logistical costs were seen manageable. This range varied 

between 50 km – 200 km. If the radius was longer, the profitability was perceived to be 

jeopardized. Due to these reasons, many stakeholders regarded ash fertilization as a 

local business. 

 

Six stakeholders regarded the price of the ash fertilizer products as too high, compared 

to artificial fertilizers. If nutrients per quantity were compared between the two, 

artificial fertilizers would be a better alternative. Six stakeholders did not address the 

price of ash fertilizers at all, and three thought the price was competitive. Those 

supporting the competitiveness of wood ash perceived value in its domesticality, 

renewability as well as in its easy applicability.  

 

The producer stakeholders emphasized the fact that the whole production generated 

only a small amount of suitable ashes for fertilization. This leads to a question whether 
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or not ash producers take the quality of ashes into account when selecting the utilized 

energy source. The producers mentioned prioritizing energy production, not wood ash. 

This was also emphasized by other stakeholders. Nonetheless, it was acknowledged that 

not all wood ashes can be utilized in fertilization because of the heavy metal restrictions 

and the fertilization legislation. 

 

Three stakeholders expressed criticism towards the nature of forest fertilization market. 

They underlined that forest fertilization market is sensitive to economic fluctuations. 

Private forest owners tend to own smaller and scattered forest areas. The private forest 

owner´s dependency on forest income was described to be low which is why fertilizing 

a forest was not currently considered a top priority in Finland. Because of this the 

decision whether to fertilize or not can easily be ignored or postponed. Also, five 

stakeholders criticized the lack of ash fertilization marketing especially to private forest 

owners. According to a manufacturing stakeholder, the Kemera subsidy has created the 

means for marketing communication as the subsidy covers over 50% of the total costs. 

The subsidy itself was not criticized, rather its usage in marketing communication. 

These stakeholders considered ash fertilization marketing to be underdeveloped.  

 

The attitudes towards ash fertilizers were positive in general (11/15). Still, the waste 

status of ash was viewed to have a negative impact on the market by four stakeholders. 

Two stakeholders stated that “whenever we talk about wastes, the signal is negative”. 

This was regarded as a drawback for ash fertilizers. The waste status was also discussed 

from the point of view of the productization of ash fertilizers. Four stakeholders 

regarded the waste status as problematic because wood ash is difficult to perceive 

outside the legal framework as it is viewed as part of the requirements set by the 

legislation which influences the image of ash mainly negatively. How big an effect on 

the market it has was not described or assessed by the stakeholders. 

 

Nine stakeholders identified political or legislation barriers in their external 

environment. Four of them regarded legislation and politics as both an opportunity and 

a threat: it may increase bioenergy usage and wood ash quantities and promote wood 

ash usage, but at the same time it can have a paralyzing effect on the market. In 

addition, six stakeholders found the EU legislation and politics to have an unpredictable 

effect on their external environment. One stakeholder mentioned that some governing 
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bodies of the EU do not sufficiently collaborate with each other, which may lead to 

unexpected circumstances. As an example he referred to the liming effect of wood ash 

which EU governing bodies could consider a hazardous waste, which would prohibit its 

usage in fertilization.  However, one manufacturing stakeholder found the current state 

of ash legislation agreeable.   

 

Other barriers mentioned were related to information availability and lack of it (6). Six 

stakeholders were wondering if there was sufficient information available on ash 

fertilization for private forest owners. Some considered the market underdeveloped and 

one manufacturing stakeholder stated that “The market has not been developed since the 

business has not been profitable”. The market was perceived to lack operating 

companies, especially spreader and transport organizations, in particular (3). Some 

prejudice or attitudinal barriers were seen in the external environment by six 

stakeholders. 

 

4.2.3 Stakeholders´ perceptions of wood ash recycling 

Wood ash recycling was considered a logical phenomenon by ten stakeholders. It was 

regarded as a closure to the whole process of wood ash recycling from bioenergy 

harvests to returning the nutrients back to the forests as wood ash (see figure 1). Still, 

most of the stakeholders include other end-uses, such as road and land construction, in 

ash recycling. 10 interviewees emphasized sustainability and environmental attributes in 

ash recycling. Several stakeholders connected ash recycling to material and resource 

efficiency as well as to being part of a recycling society. Also ash recycling was 

regarded as a marketing communication criterion. Altogether 12 stakeholders had a 

positive attitude towards ash recycling. 

 

The interviewees were asked to contemplate on the effects of ash recycling if it was to 

become a more standard procedure in the market through legislation or by other means. 

Twelve stakeholders considered the execution of ash recycling controversial and 

problematic to some extent. Six stakeholders wondered how to implement ash recycling 

to the forest fertilization market without discouraging the market. Can the usage of ash 

recycling be supported with the expense of artificial fertilizers? One stakeholder 

contemplated on the ethics of marketing ash recycling to forest owners and saw a 
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controversy in the whole process: if a forest owner perceives that the harvesting of 

bioenergy causes the need for fertilization, he is somehow forced to buy back the same 

nutrients. The stakeholder wondered how to communicate about ash recycling in a 

justified and well-argued manner without seeming unethical.  

 

Nine stakeholders wanted the ash fertilization market to develop into more recycling-

oriented without the help of government or other organizations. According to a producer 

stakeholder, in other EU countries the government has initiated the recycling of 

materials, so why not ash recycling as well. However, some stakeholders considered 

state funds and obligations to be discouraging and ineffective. Some suggested that a 

small subsidy should be justified: it ought to be approximately 20% of the costs. One 

stakeholder emphasized that too big a subsidy would encourage companies just to 

exploit it without developing ash recycling further. The worst case scenario according to 

one manufacturing stakeholder was uncertainty over getting a subsidy, which was 

considered to have a paralyzing effect on the market.   

 

Nine stakeholders presented their own models or ideas in the execution of ash recycling. 

The most often described model was related to final felling. When energy wood is taken 

to a power plant, the same trucks are reloaded with wood ash and then returned to the 

site. This allows an ash recycling model to operate locally. The model´s benefits were 

described to reduce logistical costs as well as increase the utilization rate of transport 

machinery. Five stakeholders perceived benefits in the implementation of ash recycling 

to the whole forest industry in Finland.  

 

Seven stakeholders contemplated on the social benefits of ash recycling. By introducing 

ash recycling practices to the market, employment could be increased especially on a 

communal level.  One of the stakeholders said: "(Ash recycling) It is just mostly 

positive: the forest benefits, employment improves as it provides more work for ash 

transporters, manufacturers as well as ash spreaders when the wood ash is returned. So 

there is quite a (long) chain that is employed in the process". The social benefits 

resulting from the implementation of ash recycling was considered almost self-

explanatory by these stakeholders and it was not assessed in detail. 
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The usage of sludge and ash combined was discussed by four stakeholders. They 

criticized the legislation for prohibiting the combined usage of ash and sludge. The 

sludge from the pulp and paper industries contains nitrogen which could be utilized in 

forest fertilization. If ash and sludge were combined, mineral soils could be fertilized as 

well. These four stakeholders felt that there was enough evidence on and research into 

the safety of their combined usage.  

 

Six stakeholders contemplated on the usage of nutrients and underlined the fact that for 

instance phosphor and potassium storages are limited and non-renewable globally. 

What´s more, a lot of raw materials for fertilization containing phosphor, potassium and 

nitrogen are imported to Finland. The stakeholders questioned the utilization of these 

resources and emphasized that renewable sources should be used more thoroughly. 

Wood ash would be a domestically produced alternative. The forestry association 

stakeholder viewed that there could be better usages for the minerals, such as food 

production: wood ash could be utilized in forests instead. As some stakeholders put it, 

why not engage in ash recycling more effectively if recycling and re-usage is currently 

more emphasized. 

 

4.2.4 The stakeholders´ ES practices 

Four stakeholder organizations were strategically founded on forest fertilization as 11 

stakeholder organizations were not. For the eleven stakeholders ash fertilizers and wood 

ash were part of their operations. Four stakeholders mentioned conducting 

environmental analysis of their organization. It was considered pertinent to be up-to-

date on current events in the external environment. These stakeholders kept in touch 

with the market through daily operations, which they thought was sufficient. However, 

a media as well as a competitor analysis was conducted occasionally. Also international 

research, trends and events were followed to some extent. However, these stakeholders 

did not specify their external environment analysis methods in detail. In one case the 

external analysis was almost taken for granted: "It is a must", said one of the 

interviewees.   

 

Eleven stakeholders did not carry out an external environment analysis. One 

manufacturer explained:  “We do not execute any market analysis - it is just something 
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one knows if the demand is not high”. These eleven stakeholders stated that other means 

determined how to operate in the ash market. Some of these arguments met the 

requirements of the fertilization legislation and possible methods and locations for 

utilization and ash utilization in general. Some of the stakeholders operated by 

participating in projects. If a project did not receive funding, it would not be executed.  

 

Almost all the interviewees mentioned that information on ash fertilizers and the market 

was distributed within the organizations. All the stakeholders shared information within 

the organization in informal ways. Usual methods of sharing information included lunch 

breaks, emails and informal meetings. According to 13 stakeholders, information on 

daily operations was stored within the organization for future usage. Some of the 

stakeholders stated that data storages were obligated by law. Still, it was not specifically 

described by the stakeholders how often and in what manner they utilized the stored 

data. 

 

Most of the interviewees obtained information from various sources including news, 

personal contacts as well as customers and partners. In eight cases personal intuition 

seemed to play a more major role in obtaining information and deciding what 

information was shared. None of the stakeholders stated having a specifically named 

person or department responsible for making an external analysis in their organizations 

– it was usually a group or an entire organization who conducted the external analysis.  

 

All the stakeholders perceived co-operation as a means to receive new information on 

their external environment. They all collaborated with other organizations, which helped 

them to keep informed about current events. However, their statements on co-operation 

were quite vague and they did not explain it in detail. However, they took a positive 

attitude to collaboration in general.  
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5. Discussion 

The chapter presents the analysis which has the same thematic structure as in the results 

section. The recordings were transcribed after which each recording of an individual 

stakeholder was analyzed. Then all the analyses were compared to each other. 

Stakeholder groups were categorized on a small scale. The data showed significant 

recognizable themes which were then analyzed. Every research question has its own 

chapter. At the end of each chapter conclusions and a summary of the research 

questions are provided.  

 

5.1 Stakeholder perceptions of their external environment 

The ash fertilization market was not a typical discussion topic among the majority of the 

stakeholders. Many of them were intrigued by the topic and very knowledgeable 

whereas some were more cautious and less specific. The stakeholders often looked at 

the market from their own perspective and not from a national point of view. The most 

significant themes retrieved from the data include the following: a lack of numeric 

information on the market, profitability and production volumes, an unorthodox nature 

of the ash fertilization market as well as different elements affecting it. These themes 

are analyzed individually. In the end the conclusion is presented.  

 

5.1.1 Numeric knowledge on ash 

The stakeholders´ knowledge of ash fertilization business was numerically unspecific. 

This influenced the nature of discussion: production volumes and profitability were 

described in a comparative and contemplative manner which proved to be vague at 

times. For example, production volumes were not well-known. Only two stakeholders 

could estimate the quantities produced in the whole of Finland while most stakeholders 

described production volumes comparing the end-uses of ash. Most of the interviewees 

stated that land construction utilizes more ash than fertilization. This is a justified view 

since a stakeholder can apply large quantities of ash in these locations. Also the 

profitability of the ash fertilization business was difficult for the stakeholders to 

evaluate as the majority had no estimates. One stakeholder thought that for bigger 

operating companies it must be profitable because they still operate in the market.  None 

of the stakeholders mentioned anything about such accounting terms as balance sheets, 
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liquidity or equities. Only one manufacturing stakeholder gave a specific numeric 

estimation of the profitability of the ash fertilization business: the marginal profit was 

described roughly to be 25-50 €/ha. 

 

Thus the stakeholders´ numeric knowledge of the market varied quite a lot because they 

worked for different organizations. The manufacturing and producer stakeholders could 

provide the most specific numeric data, which is not surprising because of the nature of 

their business. The stakeholders in the other stakeholder category focused more on 

projects and research which is why the information on the size, profitability and other 

economic key ratios could not be identified. It is arguable whether knowing the 

production volumes or business profitability in the ash fertilization market is important 

to every stakeholder, but it gives an impression on their attitude towards the external 

environment. As mentioned in the chapter of the current market situation, there is little 

research and information available on the ash fertilization market and business in 

Finland.  The stakeholders´ views enhance this and describe the unspecific nature of the 

market. Still, should the operating companies not know the current state better than 

anyone else? As the ash fertilization market area was described to be quite scattered, 

and the business itself modest by six stakeholders, the size of the market area is not 

considered a significant factor at the moment. Possibly, a lack of numeric knowledge 

indicates that this sort of information is not so relevant, at least not for the time being. 

Ash fertilization is still quite a new phenomenon in the commercial forest fertilization 

market.  

 

5.1.2 Waste tax act 

The stakeholders recognized the waste tax act to be one of the most influential factors 

within their external environment. It is one of the main reasons why both the behavior 

of some of the operating companies as well as the structure of the external environment 

was regarded as unorthodox. The waste tax act has created an initiative to utilize wood 

ash. This development has emphasized producers´ role in the ash fertilization market.  

 

Wood ash is classified as a waste (Lindh et al., 2005a). According to the waste tax act 

(Ministry… 2012, p. 3), “waste means any substance or object which the holder 

discards, intends to discard or is required to discard”. A holder is a person who produces 
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waste or anyone in possession of wastes (Ministry… 2012, p. 3). Until the end of the 

year 2014 the amount of the tax was 50 €/ton, but it is currently 55 €/ton (Finlex, 2010). 

The waste tax act´s first priority is to reduce the amount and “harmfulness of waste 

generated” (Ministry… 2012, p. 5). Secondly, if waste generation cannot be avoided, 

the waste ought to be re-used or recycled. If this is not possible, waste should be utilized 

as energy (energy recovery). The least favorable option is disposal.  The holder is liable 

to tax and required to account the quantities of wastes delivered to a landfill as well as 

the information concerning the tax paying process and its maintenance (Ministry… 

2012, pp. 3-10). The producer is obliged to control the quality of the ash because 

product safety must be monitored. When waste is sold as a product to a customer, it 

should include a trade description with the type name of the product. The seller of such 

a product is under strict liability (Finlex, 2010, Matilainen et al., 2013). A waste is 

classified as a by-product if 1) a recovery process has been undertaken, 2) if the subject 

or object is ordinarily used for a particular purpose, 3) a demand or a market exists for 

the substance or object. (Finlex, 2010, Ministry… 2012, p. 3) 

 

The waste tax act influences the producers´ decision making and encourages to utilize 

wood ash. If wood ash is discarded and not utilized, the tax has to be paid. As one 

manufacturing/producer stakeholder put it, authorities often request information on the 

producers´ intentions to use wood ash. According to the producer stakeholders, the 

determining factor for the use of wood ash is its quality and the cost of wood ash 

utilization. The costs of different utilization methods, such as road construction or 

fertilization, are estimated and compared to each other. The cheapest wood ash utility 

method is chosen. Fertilization is one option among others. The producer stakeholders 

emphasized the fact that only a small amount of suitable ashes for fertilization was 

generated during the whole production process, which is one of the main reasons why 

ash fertilization usage is rarer compared to land/road construction. The fertilization 

legislation restricts wood ash usage so that not all ashes can be utilized in fertilization. 

One producer stakeholder stated that ash producers cannot collaborate and join forces in 

managing wood ash and adapting it to specific end-uses or locations because this could 

be interpreted as a cartel. Still, some producers in the ash fertilization market have 

created business models to sell wood ash as a fertilizer. There have been cases where an 

ash producer has invested in purchasing manufacturing equipment to become a 
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manufacturer. There are cases where producers sell their own wood ash as a fertilization 

product, for example self-hardened ash. 

 

The producer stakeholders viewed the waste tax act quite neutrally in spite of the fact 

that it is an economic burden to ash producers. Hence, the ash producers emphasized 

wood ash utilization in any feasible way to avoid the costs imposed by the waste tax act. 

Since some producers sell ash fertilizers, a relevant question is whether the costs due to 

the waste tax act are a sufficient motivator to establish a sustainable and profitable wood 

ash fertilization business in the long run. Researchers such as Korpijärvi et al. (2012) 

and Vesterinen (2003a) describe that the landfill costs (caused by the waste tax act) 

have encouraged operating companies, especially ash producers, to pursue wood ash 

utilization. The researchers consider this positive as they describe the pressure to utilize 

wood ash quite neutrally and understandably. Have authorities endeavored to expand 

the business areas of bioenergy producers to fields in which they have no experience? 

The manufacturing stakeholders criticized this development a lot on the grounds that 

ash producers will not conduct fertilization with the required effort. In their opinion ash 

producers are often energy companies whose core competencies are not in forest 

fertilization. Thus, wood ash is often strategically an insignificant by-flow for a 

bioenergy producer. This was emphasized by the producers and other stakeholders. That 

is why the stakeholders criticized some of the operating methods of producers selling 

ash, for instance by reducing prices: it was not considered a constructive approach to the 

external environment because it may give a false idea of the price and quality of wood 

ash products and the market. If the price is set significantly low, then the more 

manufactured products may be put in an inferior position. It might also set price 

expectations for ash fertilization in the market, which is perceived damaging to the 

image of wood ash and the market from the manufacturers´ point of view. The 

stakeholders did not elaborate on the actual operating companies or how common this 

sort of activity was. Only a few examples from the past were brought up. The 

manufacturing stakeholders regarded the primary motivation behind these sorts of 

operating procedures as the avoidance of the costs caused by the waste tax act. 

 

Has the pursuit of activating bioenergy producers to operate in the ash fertilization 

market been a desirable and expected outcome? The stakeholders described that most 

notably the waste tax act has created a silent code of conduct within the external 
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environment, which has defined the market. The stakeholders brought up  “a silent rule" 

or “a code of conduct” as described here which means that ash producers pay for 

instance manufacturers for accepting wood ash as their raw material. In some cases a 

manufacturer does not have to pay anything for the wood ash and its delivery to his 

location. Occasionally he even receives a fee for agreeing to receive the wood ash. This 

has also been implied by other researchers such as Ojala (2010) and Röser et al. (2008). 

According to one stakeholder, because of the tax, producers have been able to transport 

wood ash over long distances, which is found controversial. Two stakeholders were of 

the opinion that it was part of the ash fertilization market and considered it important for 

the manufacturers. One producer mentioned:” The manufacturer company has to live 

and be profitable”. The structure of the market has shaped itself around the waste tax 

act (see 5.1.3). 

 

Is the described code of conduct a result from energy companies´ willingness to remain 

energy companies? It is understandable from a business perspective to focus on the core 

business. This raises the question why move into a business area, which does not relate 

to the original business and core competencies? Shih and Chiang (2003) suggest that 

companies can move to other industries and use their “core corporate competence” to 

gain competitive advantage (Shih & Chiang, 2003, p. 282) even though this objects to 

models such as Porter´s five competitive forces and RBV. Bohlin and Mårtensson 

(2004) conclude that companies realize that ash fertilization, especially ash recycling, is 

an environmentally friendly process which can be considered improving companies´ 

image or status. One stakeholder supported the same view as Bohlin and Mårtensson 

(2004). However, the majority of the stakeholders do not support this. In my view, 

avoiding the disposal costs has been a bigger incentive for the stakeholders to 

participate in the ash fertilization market because it has directly influenced their 

economic results. Pursuing environmental friendliness and sustainability have positively 

influenced the stakeholders´ willingness to enter the market but has not been the 

primary motivation.  

 

Still, the stakeholders´ attitudes towards the waste tax act and the code of conduct were 

surprisingly formal and professional. They did not identify the waste tax act to be a 

barrier or a drawback in the market.  The waste tax act and the code of conduct were 

considered part of the dynamics in the market, which is interesting when considering 
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the stakeholders´ somewhat contradictory and dubious views on its effects. Ten 

stakeholders considered it positive as it has made the ash producers to act because 

without the tax nothing would have been done. But at the same time the ash producers´ 

actual operating methods (such as selling ash fertilizers) concern them. The ten 

stakeholders were very critical towards producers´ role and their willingness to operate 

profoundly on the ash fertilization market. It is a legitimate question from the market´s 

point of view because the attitudes towards operating in the ash fertilization market 

define the nature of the external environment to some extent which is why it is 

considered important. Of all the stakeholders interviewed, the waste tax act directly 

affects only the producers and the manufacturers to some extent. It is quite surprising 

that the producers themselves were the most open and understanding towards the tax 

and the code of conduct. Only a few stakeholders criticized the code of conduct. Still, 

none of them referred to the producers´ difficult position. The attitudes towards the 

producers were disapproving rather than emphatic. This is surprising considering the 

fact that ash producers are part of the value chain of ash fertilization because their input 

affects the external environment whatever their attitude towards wood ash might be.  

 

To sum up, the ash producers´ role in the external environment has become multifaceted 

because of the waste tax act and the code of conduct: the ash producers are part of the 

external environment, almost whatever their business model might be. While being 

bioenergy producers, shifting to the field of forest fertilization is a strategically 

significant decision. Hence, the ash producers have tremendous potential and power to 

influence the market. In spite of the criticism towards the code of conduct and the waste 

tax act, the stakeholders´ attitudes were quite tolerant – the dynamics of the market was 

perceived to continue to the future as they are.  Overall, the dynamics of the external 

environment could be described as unorthodox.  

 

5.1.3 The structure and business models of the market 

The ash fertilization stakeholders regarded business models as challenging because of 

the difficulty in creating value for customers. As far as  the ash fertilization market is 

concerned, ash fertilization is a relatively new phenomenon. According to a stakeholder, 

the ash fertilization market was originally founded on chemical fertilizers. This is 

strange because there has been research into ash fertilization since the 1930s. 
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Historically, slash-and-burn has been used quite extensively in Finland (Parviainen et 

al., 2011). Some researchers such as Hedwall et al. (2014) support a traditional usage of 

artificial fertilizers because older forests have been mostly fertilized with nitrogen 

fertilizers. Two stakeholders pointed out that the Kemera subsidy for fertilization was 

originally developed for artificial fertilizers. Lindh et al. (2005b) also argue that 

artificial fertilizers are in a more advantageous position compared to ash fertilizers in 

the Kemera subsidy because the subsidy is based on the expenses including the costs of 

artificial fertilizers, transport and spreading (Lindh et al. 2005b). Historically, artificial 

fertilizers have been more common than ash fertilizers, due to the Kemera subsidy. 

Because there is no statistical information available on the quantities of ash fertilization 

in the 20th century, it is difficult to compare the usage of wood ash with that of 

chemical fertilizers. According to the stakeholders, ash fertilizers entered the forest 

fertilization market in the 1990s because of an increase in bioenergy usage. As the ash 

fertilization research has become more and more relevant, ash fertilizers are considered 

a more viable option for forest fertilization. Still, in order to be successful, the ash 

fertilizer would have to be more efficient and less costly, compared to artificial 

fertilizers. 

 

Concerning the business models and the competitiveness of ash fertilizers (more in 

chapter 5.1.4) the heavy metal limits as well as the fertilization legislation were 

contemplated because they affect the usage of ash in fertilization. Fertilization 

legislation pursues to promote safe and good quality supply of fertilization products 

used in forestry and agriculture as well as provide sufficient information on the usage of 

fertilization products for their sellers and users (Finlex, 1993). Both the heavy metal 

limits and the fertilization legislation were regarded as extremely important. As one 

stakeholder stated: "We cannot speak of a fertilization product if it does not meet the 

requirements of a fertilizer". The fertilization legislation sets specific standards for 

fertilization products (see chapter 1.1) as described by Haglund et al. (2008). However, 

a few of the stakeholders pointed out that a proper fertilizer is not necessarily the one 

that the fertilization law allows to be utilized. The fertilization law provides the 

minimum requirement for an ash fertilizer. An ash fertilizer surpassing the limits set by 

the fertilization law is not necessarily an effective fertilizer. Vice versa, if the ash is 

nutritionally very thin, bigger quantities have to be transported, which increases the 
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costs of the fertilization service. Apparently, in order to improve competitiveness, ash 

fertilizers need to contain more nutrients.   

 

There are evidently only a few stakeholders who have managed to create a profitable 

business model while the majority have not. There have been some attempts to develop 

ash fertilization products and business models with little success. In some cases, the 

value chain from the supplier to the end-user was kept as short as possible in order to 

offer a competitive price. One stakeholder pointed out that because there are few 

operating companies, there is little competition in the market, which also affects the 

price of the ash fertilization. According to this stakeholder, if an ash fertilizer product or 

a service was to be developed further, a more expensive product and service would be 

created. The stakeholders questioned the willingness of forest fertilization customers to 

pay for ash fertilizers (see chapter 5.1.4). 

 

From the point of view of positioning, a company puts itself competitively in a flimsy 

position if it fertilizes with nutritionally thin ash which still meets the requirements of 

the fertilization legislation. This does not create much value for the customer or 

competitive advantage to the firm. Delivering nutrients to a forest site is the essence of 

forest fertilization (Saarsalmi & Mälkönen, 2001). The customer stakeholder 

representing an organization emphasized specific needs for nutrients per hectare. When 

the forests to be fertilized have been selected, the project is put out to tender. The 

service provider offering the least expensive package of the whole service including 

fertilizers, transport and spreading is likely to be selected.  In the customer stakeholder´s 

opinion the actual fertilizer was not a defining factor, but rather the price. He also 

underlined the economics of fertilization: it is an investment, which should be 

considered thoroughly. 

 

According to Lind (1996), to gain competitive advantage, a company should focus on 

its business processes. The value for the customer is created in the actual business 

processes which are not visible for the customer. The service or product received is 

merely an end result of the process behind them (Lind, 1996). What Lind (2001) 

emphasizes in the process view is that the organization creates value for the customers 

as it engages in business activities. Thus, it is necessary to focus on the processes that 

deliver value to the customers (Lind, 2001). In this study it is difficult to see how the 
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business models of ash and the structure of the market have been assessed because only 

one stakeholder elaborated on the business models profoundly. This particular 

manufacturing stakeholder found that the attempts to develop wood ash fertilizers had 

been unsuccessful in creating value for the customer. He dealt with the market structure 

and the business models from a producer´s/manufacturer´s point of view: "If a factory is 

willing to pay for taking the ash to the forest, which costs less than paying the waste 

disposal tax, it is more profitable for a factory. But that´s a different thing if it is a 

sustainable business model in the long run. The market is supposed to work in a way 

that it is profitable in the long run. This is a more artificial subvention". The long-term 

success of the business model is essential in creating a market that functions properly. If 

the waste act has created a need to develop ash fertilizers, has the motivation to 

participate in the ash fertilization market originated from a need other than the sheer 

pursuit to create value? The market could be described to be structurally supply-

oriented, which has emphasized the significance of push-strategies as Corniani (2008) 

has depicted. Corniani (2008) describes that the push strategy is based on the 

company´s processes and resources to provide a product for the market. This 

emphasizes the organization´s role in maintaining supply. Corniani (2008) explains that 

push-strategies are founded on past experience and they require an extensive knowledge 

of the market and of demand and competitors, in particular. The stakeholders have 

supplied ash to the market, but the customers´ needs have not been prioritized because 

the increased quantities of ashes are the main issue which needs managing. Wood ash 

can be considered quite a homogenous "product" from a marketing perspective because 

a customer may not be able to identify differences in various ash fertilization products. 

This challenges product differentiation, which for its part influences value creation. One 

manufacturing stakeholder expressed that “In a normal market economy you have a 

product that is so good that everyone wants to buy it. If we look at the ash business, it is 

material which used to be a worthless waste but now it ought to be utilized in various 

end-uses”. This seems to apply in the ash fertilization stakeholders´ external 

environment, which many stakeholders, even the producers, have emphasized. The 

market has been developed from the initiative of the suppliers, which has not been 

successful from a market perspective because the processes behind producing ash 

fertilizers are overlooked. How can sufficient value be created to the customers? These 

issues raise questions about the competitiveness of ash fertilizers as well as customers´ 

willingness to pay for them. 
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5.1.4. The competitiveness of ash fertilizers 

Six of the 15 stakeholder interviewees considered the competitiveness of ash fertilizers 

to be inferior to chemical fertilizers. Six stakeholders did not address the issue at all and 

three found the competitiveness good. Five stakeholders regarded the price of the ash 

fertilizers as too high, seven did not have a view of the matter and three regarded the 

price as good. An analysis of the two groups (good competitiveness/poor 

competitiveness) is presented. The stakeholders who did not address the issue are 

excluded.  

 

The stakeholders who found the competiveness of ash fertilizers poor compared them to 

artificial fertilizers. They argued that artificial fertilizers are created for a specific 

purpose while ash fertilizers are a by-flow of forest and energy industries. Nutritionally 

artificial fertilizers have an advantage since their content is specific and the level of 

heavy metals is insignificant compared to ash fertilizers. Because the quantity of 

artificial fertilizers required to fertilize a forest is much smaller than that of wood ash, 

they are more convenient to transport. The stakeholders regarded this as a disadvantage 

for ash fertilizers whose recommended dosage is 3-5tons/ha (Huotari, 2012). These six 

stakeholders also criticized ash fertilizers for not being applicable to all soil types. 

Forest fertilization was considered an investment by these stakeholders, which is why 

the nutrient content and price of artificial fertilizers and ash fertilizers were compared 

with each other. According to one manufacturing stakeholder, the price of ash fertilizers 

is high because there are few operating companies and very little competition: the 

market limits ash buyers´ choices by inviting different companies to tender.  

 

The three stakeholders who found ash fertilizers competitive emphasized that there is a 

market for them because the quality and the price level of the products are competitive. 

Two of the three stakeholders also underlined the fact that ash fertilizers were easier to 

apply, compared to chemical fertilizers. One manufacturer stakeholder, in particular, 

argued that artificial fertilizers require much more knowledge than wood ash to be used 

properly. Since the content of chemical fertilizers is specific and there are various 

chemical fertilization products available, both the buyer and the seller need to have 

great expertise in selecting the proper fertilizer. One stakeholder stated that “ Wood ash 

is nutritionally very versatile. It has an ecologically good image and it is a domestic 

product” – thus it is easier to sell. 
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The attitudes between the two groups differ significantly. The group who considered 

ash competitiveness poor emphasized the practical challenges of ash fertilization (more 

in chapter 5.2). What is more, they consider wood ash to have considerable drawbacks 

which hinder the value creation. The group who finds the wood ash competitive 

appreciate it for what it is. These stakeholders supporting ash fertilizers´ 

competitiveness were incorporated in forest fertilization grounds (excluding the 

customer stakeholder). In their view, ash fertilizers have tremendous potential, which is 

obvious because they sell and market ash fertilization products. However, they are in 

the minority at the moment. The six stakeholders questioned whether ash fertilizers 

provided a more efficient way of fertilizing, compared to the artificial fertilizers. In 

terms of wood ash, studies have shown a profitable, long lasting growth effects 

especially on peatland soils (Moilanen & Issakainen, 2004, Saarsalmi & Kukkola, 

2009). These findings indicate that ash fertilization is a worthy investment at least in 

those areas. However, only a few of the six stakeholders contemplated on how 

appropriate it is to discount the fertilization effects within a 20-50 year period. When 

one discounts the profits of the investment within such a time period, they decrease 

drastically and do not seem attractive for an investor. One stakeholder stated that forest 

fertilization is recommended to be carried out 5-10 years before the final felling because 

the investment is then realized within a reasonable timeframe, which makes it more 

profitable. Lindh et al. (2005a) argue that the high price of ash fertilization is a barrier 

compared to a lower price of artificial fertilization. 

 

However, these stakeholders saw potential in ash fertilizers on the condition that some 

of their challenges were developed. A few stakeholders offered solutions which 

included the willingness to increase wood ash spreading through ground, combining ash 

with sludge or emphasizing ecologicality and sustainability of ash fertilizers in 

marketing communications. So even though these six stakeholders did not find the 

competitiveness good, they had ideas to develop it. However, it seemed that only a few 

were actually working on these challenges. Still, these six stakeholders´ views on ash 

competitiveness did not exclude the fact that almost all the stakeholders wished wood 

ash to be utilized – the six stakeholders regarded the competitiveness as questionable in 

the fertilization context. These six stakeholders required more evidence to reassess the 

competitiveness of ash fertilizers.  
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I argue that the poor competitiveness of ash fertilizers is due to the fact that stakeholders 

operating in the field fail to view the usage of wood ash from a business perspective.  

The ash fertilization market is supply-oriented (see chapter 5.1.3), which indicates that 

the stakeholders are not willing to invest in improving the competitiveness of wood ash 

because they have failed to focus on the customer. Instead of prioritizing customers´ 

needs they have consolidated their own operations. In short, their business models do 

not create enough value to customers.  

 

Market-oriented stakeholders are in the minority at the moment and most stakeholders 

emphasize the utilization of wood ash instead, which does not necessarily require 

business development. Commercial exploitation of wood ash, on the other hand, 

involves market-oriented strategic thinking and willingness to serve customers. Many 

researchers such as Korpijärvi et al. (2012) emphasize wood ash´s useful properties 

which could be utilized more profoundly. But utilizing wood ash is different from 

running a business. In order to improve its competitiveness, wood ash has to become a 

standard product in the forest fertilization market as Insam and Knapp (2011) have 

suggested. In my view a different attitude is required if wood ash is to be exploited 

commercially. Improving the competitiveness of ash fertilizers is dependent on the 

actual stakeholders operating in the market. If the competitiveness of wood ash is to be 

improved, more market-oriented companies are needed. 

 

5.1.5 Summary & Conclusions 

The ash fertilization market has developed in an unorthodox manner because supply 

rather than demand has accelerated the creation of the market. The growing usage of 

bioenergy has generated more and more ash, which in its turn has caused a pressure to 

utilize it (Korpijärvi et al. 2012, Vesterinen, 2003a). Despite the fact that there has been 

research into ash fertilization since the 1930s (Laitinen & Lindh, 2005, Vesterinen, 

2003a), the subject is at its most relevant and acute as ever, which is why different ways 

to utilize it have been developed.  

 

Lindh et al. (2005a) and Metla (2013) argue that the popularity of forest fertilization has 

decreased significantly. Does forest fertilization currently seem attractive to private 

forest owners? According to Hetemäki and Hänninen (2009), the wood market is 
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affected by the activity of wood trade, the price of timber, prospects of the market as 

well as the role of forest industries in Finland. Also energy policies, the state of 

renewable energy sources and their utilization along with global forestry trends 

influence the wood market (Hetemäki & Hänninen, 2009). Apparently, these 

developments affect the ash fertilization market as well. The stakeholders pointed out 

that forest fertilization is hindered by scattered and small-scale holdings of private forest 

owners. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in Finland has pursued to solve these 

issues by providing tax relief in generation change, among other methods (Ministry…, 

2011b). If dependency on forest income has declined as the stakeholders elaborated, 

forest fertilization is not as relevant a subject as it has been in the past. Is this regarded 

as a trend which cannot be influenced? The ash fertilization stakeholders are able to 

develop, communicate and brand ash fertilizers in a more appealing manner to the 

customers. Still, some stakeholders considered these attempts unsatisfactory. The forest 

owners´ willingness to pay for ash fertilizers was low because the attributes of ash on 

the scale of environmental friendliness and sustainability do not contribute sufficiently 

to the value creation. The stakeholders regarded the price of the fertilization as the most 

relevant factor when customers make their purchasing decision, which generally favors 

artificial fertilizers. The stakeholders´ statements on the competitiveness of ash 

fertilizers are difficult to assess accurately because the stakeholders described situations 

in which ash was given free of charge to avoid the costs imposed by the waste tax. 

However, ash fertilization business can be profitable, which is proved by some 

successful companies such as Fa Forest. However, the economic side of ash business 

cannot be neglected.  The high price, as indicated by the stakeholders as well as 

researchers such Lindh et al. (2005a), might be a challenge for ash fertilizers depending 

on various factors including the location of the site, distance from the producer/ 

manufacturer and spreading methods as well as other marketing and management 

practices. A stakeholder in the research category regarded customers´ reluctance to 

appreciate the environmentally friendly aspects of wood ash as problematic and said 

that “In today´s economy, economical aspects outweigh social and environmental 

benefits”. If it is only the price that counts in buying forest fertilizer products, it makes 

the market position of ash fertilizers challenging. 

  

The stakeholders´ attitudes towards the dynamics of their external environment seem 

questionable or uncertain at the moment. In their view, it is debatable in Finland 
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whether ash fertilizers have offered a more sustainable and environmentally friendly 

option for forest fertilizing in a less expensive manner. The majority of the stakeholders 

have emphasized the utilization of wood ash in various forms. All in all, the 

stakeholders´ attitudes towards the ash fertilization market could be described roughly 

as market- and “waste”/utilization-oriented.  The external environment of the market-

oriented stakeholders can be described as a market and business area where 

organizations compete with products and services based on wood ash. These 

stakeholders are incorporated in forest fertilization and emphasize the beneficial 

attributes of ash fertilizers. The waste- or utilization-oriented organizations view ash 

and the external environment from a legal point of view. They regard wood ash as a 

compulsory procedure connected to bioenergy production which needs to be managed. 

In this study the waste/utilization-oriented organizations are currently more prevailing 

because ash utilization is emphasized more by the stakeholders as well as researchers. 

From my point of view, the waste-/utilization-oriented view does not develop ash 

fertilizers further because it has restricted itself to ash management. But as the ash 

fertilization field is still establishing itself, the market has a chance to define itself too.  

 

5.2 Barriers hindering ash fertilization 

This chapter focuses on the barriers hindering ash fertilization. Some of the topics dealt 

with in the previous chapter are analyzed from a barrier perspective.  First logistical 

challenges are contemplated, followed by such topics as market dynamics and 

unfamiliarity with ash fertilizers. The role of the waste status of wood ash is addressed 

before presenting the conclusions of the barriers. 

 

5.2.1 Logistical challenges 

The logistical costs were regarded as the most important barrier hindering ash 

fertilization usage by 12 stakeholders. The stakeholders included both the transport and 

spreading of wood ash in the logistical costs. However, the majority of the stakeholders 

considering logistics as a barrier did not elaborate on the issues in detail. Since 

quantities needed for fertilization are large as established by Huotari (2012) and 

Hynönen et al. (2008), transport and spreading costs are relevant factors affecting 

profitability. The stakeholders suggested that because of the logistical challenges and 
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costs, ash fertilization companies should operate in geographically moderate areas. The 

profitable logistical distance from the producer/manufacturer to the fertilization location 

was described to range between 50 – 200 km. Researchers, for example Rasmusson et 

al. (2013), have investigated the total costs of ash production methods including 

logistics. In their calculations the transport and spreading costs account for 56,6% of the  

total costs for granulated ash, 65.6% with self-hardened ash and 71,4% with ash pellets 

(Rasmusson et al., 2013, p. 3). In their study the distance between the forest and power 

plant was 52 km (Rasmusson et al., 2013). Väätäinen et al. (2010) have emphasized that 

the distance between ash storages and a fertilization location should be minimized. The 

stakeholders share the views with researchers such as Rasmusson et al. (2013) and 

Väätäinen et al. (2010) who underline the significance of the logistical costs in the ash 

fertilization value chain.  

 

Logistics have a major role and are one of the critical success factors in achieving 

business profitability which the ash fertilization market is lacking (see chapter 5.1). 

Although a lot of research is undertaken and some improvements have already been 

made by a few stakeholders, sustainable logistical solutions seem to be few and far 

between. In spite of the criticism towards the large quantities of wood ash needed to 

fertilize a forest location, the stakeholders did not criticize the nutrient content of wood 

ash. Perhaps because of its ecological attributes, the majority of the stakeholders did not 

connect product enhancement to improving the transport and spreading of wood ash 

while the manufacturers considered product enhancement an essential part of the 

business. Most of the stakeholders were of the opinion that if the nutrient content of 

wood ash was to be developed richer, it would lose its environmentally friendly and 

sustainable attributes for which it is most appreciated. One producer stakeholder 

emphasized that keeping the logistical distances between the plant and fertilization 

location moderate is important in delivering a more ecologically sustainable ash 

fertilization service. The logistics are also connected to sustaining ecological and 

sustainable features of ash fertilizers.   

  

There seems to be a distinction between the utilization-/waste-oriented group and the 

market-oriented group (presented at the end of chapter 5.1.5). The utilization-/waste-

oriented group views ash as a natural product: to safeguard this feature, operations 

should be local to minimize transport distances. The market-oriented group, on the other 
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hand, considers ash as raw-material which needs to be developed in order to improve 

competitiveness. The logistics including the transport and spreading account for the 

largest cost of the whole ash fertilization service (Rasmusson et al., 2013). Thus, it has a 

direct effect on the quality of fertilization as well as on the value created for the 

customer. Without product and logistical development, how can the market position of 

wood ash be improved? One stakeholder referred to a lack of spreading equipment 

available. This stakeholder emphasized that not all wood ash spreading should be 

executed by helicopter. Instead, ground spreading ought to be used more because it is 

cheaper, which could attract new operating companies as well as customers. Also 

Rasmusson et al. (2013) recommend ground spreading because of lower costs. Could 

ground spreading increase the attractiveness of ash fertilizers if the service price was 

lower? One manufacturing stakeholder strongly criticized the quality of ground 

spreading as there are more risks involved especially in winter when it is difficult to 

spread ash from forestry roads. Also spreading equipment can easily freeze. The 

manufacturing stakeholder preferred air spreading to ground spreading, because of its 

practicality and effectiveness. 

 

Only a minority of the stakeholders were of the opinion that spreading is equally or 

even more important than the transport of wood ash. Its spreading could be regarded as 

a major critical success factor in creating value for customers. One manufacturing 

stakeholder pointed out that no matter what kind of a "super" fertilizer is being used, if 

the spreading does not succeed, the fertilization effect will be non-existent. Poor 

spreading causes costs which might not show within a short period of time. If missing 

growth effects are not observed until a few years after the fertilization, the forest owner 

will lose a significant amount of forest income. The spreader is responsible for the 

quality of the spreading service and has to compensate for any mishaps resulting from 

the spreading.    

 

The stakeholders have to take into account the costs of transporting and spreading wood 

ash to achieve business profitability. In addition, they saw logistics as an evident 

problem, but they did not extensively deal with it from a product enhancement 

perspective. This may be due to the fact that wood ash is considered an organic product. 

Do the stakeholders regard the pursuit of environmental friendliness and product 

enhancement as incompatible goals? To tackle problems caused by logistics, there are 
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two alternative ways of viewing the ash fertilization business: 1) either operating locally 

with a focus on an organic product or 2) developing the product and competing against 

artificial fertilizers. Both ways have supporters among the stakeholders. In fact, seven 

stakeholders found that the market lacked spreading and transport companies. The 

logistical challenges provide business opportunities for external parties because the 

demand for professional transporters and spreaders is growing. Altogether, the 

phenomenon of ash logistics seems more complex than the majority of the stakeholders 

described. Perhaps this has more to do with the appeal and the dynamics of the whole 

ash fertilization market: for the majority, logistics is only one set of challenges that need 

further development.   

 

5.2.2 Forest fertilization market dynamics 

A lack of suitable ashes for fertilizing was seen problematic by the producer 

stakeholders. Since raw materials used in fertilizing are strictly determined (Haglund et 

al. 2008), an ash producer has to be very careful in selecting them to produce ash that 

meets the requirements set by the law. Do energy companies and other bioenergy 

producers take into account the generated ash when choosing raw material for energy 

production? The majority of the stakeholders had doubts about it (as contemplated in 

chapter 5.1.3). The two producers whom I interviewed had different approaches to the 

matter: one was concerned about the quality of ash and selected raw materials very 

carefully while the other was not selective at all. Arguably, the waste tax act would have 

a bigger impact on the financial status of smaller power plants. However, a bigger 

power plant producing greater quantities of ash has tremendous potential in utilizing ash 

since it might become strategically more significant while making investments in 

manufacturing facilities more appealing. Still, the stakeholders´ motivations in engaging 

in the ash fertilization market remain multifaceted. Naturally the stakeholders´ decision 

whether to operate in the forest fertilization market is affected by their view of the 

market.  

 

The stakeholders described the forest fertilization market as sensitive to economic 

fluctuations and smallish in size. It is affected by the changes in private forest 

ownership in Finland as well as by the declining importance of forest income in private 

forest owners´ economy. For example Parviainen et al. (2011) explore the forest 
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ownership in Finland and state that 80% of the roundwood bought annually by the 

forest industries in Finland are produced by private forest owners. Approximately 74% 

of the private forests are family-owned and the average size of a forest holding is circa 

30 hectares. Strangely enough, there are almost 740 000 forest owners who own at least 

two hectares of forests (Parviainen et al., 2011, p. 17). The Ministry of Agriculture and 

Forestry (2011b) has addressed the issue and pursued to develop ways of activating 

forest owners and increasing the sizes of the holdings in Finland. The development of 

forest ownership is a concern to the development of forest industries in Finland (as 

mentioned in chapter 5.1.5), which is also reflected on forest fertilization. One can 

justly ask how lucrative and attractive private forest owners in Finland consider forest 

fertilization.  

 

According to the customer stakeholder, forest fertilization is probably one of the most 

lucrative forestry methods available, which provides logging opportunities as well as a 

good return on the investment. Researchers such as Saarsalmi and Mälkönen (2001) 

also underline the profitability of forest fertilization. On the other hand, one of the 

stakeholders questioned the future role of forest fertilization from the point of view of 

private forest owners. He perceived that the prices of wood have come down and the 

profits gained from energy wood harvests are low. Two stakeholders wondered how 

much wood is expected to be required in the future in Finland. If the price of wood is 

expected to be low in the future, then the return on the fertilization investment will be 

lower as well. According to Metla (2013), the quantities of fertilization have dropped 

significantly since the 1970s. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in Finland 

emphasizes that the future of forest fertilization is highly dependent on the price 

development of domestic raw wood (Ministry... 2008a). Private forest owners may 

compare the benefits of alternative investments with better returns, which might put 

forest fertilization in an inferior position. One stakeholder referred to historical data and 

the recession of the 1990s which affected the market significantly. He admitted that 

after the 1990s a lot of effort has been made to raise the fertilization quantities to 

today´s levels. However, he saw it problematic to raise them again to this level if they 

happened to drop. All these issues have made the stakeholders concerned about the 

future of forestry and fertilization in Finland.  
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Forest ownership is changing in Finland, which affects the attitudes towards the 

prospects of the forest fertilization market. The results have shown that both ash and 

chemical fertilization is profitable (Moilanen & Issakainen, 2004, Saarsalmi & 

Mälkönen, 2001), which should motivate stakeholders and ash producers in operating in 

the ash fertilization market. As mentioned in chapter 5.1.3, the stakeholders´ willingness 

to engage in forest fertilization business is quite ambiguous. What is surprising is how 

the stakeholders categorize ash. The stakeholders who emphasized the influence of 

wood market on fertilization were those whose companies were incorporated in 

fertilization. They regarded ash fertilization as a forestry procedure. The rest of the 

stakeholders linked ash fertilization with bioenergy utilization rather than forestry, 

which was due to the nature of their business. The latter group dealt with issues which 

affected the quality of ash, such as the utilization of peat and bioenergy in Finland. How 

many resources and how much effort will be allocated in the energy sector utilizing 

bioenergy in Finland in the future? Another issue is how the EU will affect the 

development of the energy market in Finland. Which is the driving force in the ash 

fertilization market? Is it the forest or bioenergy sector?  

 

The manufacturing stakeholders emphasized the forest sector´s role in activating the 

fertilization market, since forest fertilization is a forestry procedure. However, as wood 

ash is generated through the combustion of biomass, it is natural to connect it with 

bioenergy production. Ash recycling is used in alleviating possible damages caused by 

bioenergy harvests (Baumanns, 2010, Ozolinčius et al., 2005). A stakeholder of the 

“other forest organization” category elaborated that for a bioenergy producer 

prioritizing the usage of the furnace/ boiler is more important than the ash produced as a 

by-flow. Still, the same stakeholder saw no contradiction in the attitudes towards ash in 

the energy and the forestry sectors. Whether wood ash is recognized as a by-flow of 

bioenergy production or as an alternative forest fertilizer, it has a major effect on the ash 

fertilization market because the perception of value is different. From a forestry 

organization´s perspective, ash is a fertilization product and an alternative product to a 

chemical fertilizer. In terms of energy production, wood ash is considered a by-flow of 

the energy business and insignificant as far as the main business is concerned. That is 

why the market is driven in opposite directions. Is this approach efficient in the long 

run? An individual stakeholder defines and categorizes wood ash on the basis of his 

own business. As ash fertilization can be connected with both the energy and the forest 
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sectors, should it be more explicitly and clearly connected to either industry? The 

stakeholders incorporated in forest fertilization connect ash fertilization to the 

commercial forest fertilization market while the stakeholders emphasizing the role of 

bioenergy link ash fertilization to ash recycling (more in chapter 5.3).  

 

5.2.3 Information and knowledge barriers  

Six stakeholders criticized a lack of information on ash fertilizers, which has decreased 

its popularity. Because of this, ash fertilization has remained an uncommon forestry 

practice (Lindh et al., 2005a). One stakeholder pointed out that especially ash producers 

and manufacturers currently operating in the ash fertilization market have to be 

knowledgeable about the legislation. Since ash fertilizers are under strict liability 

(Matilainen et al. 2013) and stakeholders selling them are responsible for their products 

and operations, newcomers considering entering the market may perceive the whole 

legislation as an entry barrier.  

 

The stakeholders incorporated in fertilization thought that all the parties involved have a 

good knowledge of wood ash in general. The stakeholders´ operating region might have 

an influence on this. There was one stakeholder based in a region where fertilization is a 

common forestry practice. In the south of Finland, where there are fewer peatlands 

(Virtanen & Valpola, 2011), ash fertilization tends to be less common. Does the 

geographical area restrict ash fertilization? According to the study by Saarsalmi et al. 

(2014), good results with ash fertilizers have been accomplished even in the most 

unproductive lands. In the study field experiments were conducted on dry upland sites. 

In the northernmost site the growth effects by ash + N fertilization and ash alone were 

measured. Both fertilization types increased growth significantly. However, ash + N 

was a bit more effective. Saarsalmi et al. (2014) state that no growth has been observed 

on low-productive upland sites in the past. This makes their findings quite remarkable 

(Saarsalmi et al. 2014). Since this study by Saarsalmi et al. (2014) is quite new, some 

stakeholders might feel a little skeptical and require further research into the subject. 

According to these findings, it is quite possible that the popularity of ash fertilization 

will increase and the attitudes towards its applicability will change. 
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Lutz et al. (2010) have explored strategic and structural entry barriers in an industrial 

context. They considered knowledge to be the third most common barrier. Their 

findings indicate that the most common barriers are related to capital. The researchers 

concluded that the effectiveness of strategic barriers rely heavily on the attributes of the 

market structure (Lutz et al., 2010). One producer emphasized that (chapter 5.2.2) in 

order to invest in granulation equipment for example, the quantities of the ash produced 

need to be sufficient. Hence, required capital may be a hindering factor if the prospects 

of ash fertilization market are considered bleak. According to my view, the following 

factors including the low profitability of ash fertilization businesses,  the stakeholders´   

lack of willingness and uncertainty in investing in machinery, logistical challenges as 

well as other attitudinal obstacles make an entry barrier. Because of this, the interest of 

external parties in joining the market might be quite low, which could be one of the 

reasons why the number of operating companies is very small. Naturally this analysis is 

affected by the stakeholders already operating in the external environment who analyze 

the market through their own experiences, which might give a more negative outlook on 

the market. As the majority of them did not conduct ES (see chapter 5.4), their answers 

could be a little biased and out of date. In order to evaluate the entry barriers in the ash 

fertilization market, more research is required.  

 

5.2.4 The waste status of wood ash 

Because wood ash is classified as a waste (Lindh et al. 2005a) it is subject to waste 

legislation. Obernberger et al. (2009) consider that due to the waste status, ash is treated 

from a legal point of view, which complicates its full utilization. As four stakeholders 

pointed out, the waste status of ash has to be seen in relation to fertilization legislation 

and to the waste tax act and to the code of conduct (see chapter 5.1.2), which makes the 

business bureaucratic in their opinion (see chapter 5.2.2 & 5.1.2). Also researchers such 

as Lindh et al. (2005a) view the waste status negatively since it increases the 

bureaucratic procedures of the ash business. Wallstedt (2006) argues that the waste 

status will negatively affect forest-owners´ decision in choosing ash fertilization. Seven 

stakeholders regarded the term `waste´ as a negative signal which has a negative effect 

on the customer perceptions of ash fertilization products. The waste status affected most 

the attitudes and behavior of the producer stakeholders, which is not surprising since 

they operate with ash daily. Regarding ash as a marketable product instead of a waste 
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requires a completely new approach from the producer stakeholders. As one stakeholder 

said: “What one has once learned is more difficult to forget than to learn new things”.  

   

However, the manufacturing stakeholders, the customer stakeholder and stakeholders of 

the other forest association category did not see the waste status as a determining factor: 

through productization, the waste legislation no longer applies. From the point of view 

of a manufacturer, wood ash is regarded as a raw material for fertilization products. 

Suppliers, on the other hand, perceive ash as a by-flow or a waste of the core energy 

business. Thus, the waste status has a significant influence on the stakeholders´ external 

environment, but the stakeholders themselves can change it if necessary (see chapter 

5.1.5). Thus, the dilemma boils down to the interpretation of the waste status from a 

point of view of an individual stakeholder: how the waste status of wood ash is 

experienced? The attitudes towards the waste status are quite similar to those towards 

the competitiveness of ash fertilizers (5.1.4). The stakeholders incorporated in forest 

fertilization regarded it as a minor drawback compared to the other stakeholders.  The 

dominant view shared by the stakeholders is that wood ash is a waste that has potential 

end-uses on a commercial scale. Many stakeholders were of the opinion that the waste 

status of ash should be removed but they did not propose any suggestions on how this 

would be achieved. 

 

5.2.5 The lack of ash fertilizers´ marketing 

Seven stakeholders criticized the marketing skills of various organizations in promoting 

ash fertilizers. Ahola (2014) argues that since the size of the Kemera subsidy is 

substantial, which is between 45 – 55 % of the total fertilization and spreading costs, 

forest owners have a great interest in utilizing it. Apparently, the stakeholders marketing 

ash fertilizers rely on it heavily because it provides an easy way of getting in touch with 

customers and makes the investment seem less risky. However, one manufacturing 

stakeholder stated that too much emphasis is put on the Kemera subsidy when selling 

ash fertilizers. The stakeholder did not criticize the Kemera subsidy as such, but rather 

its usage in marketing communication: because the subsidy covers approximately half 

of the total costs, ash fertilization is marketed as long as there are subsidies available in 

certain areas. Without the subsidy, ash fertilization is perceived unprofitable. Only one 
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manufacturing stakeholder emphasized that ash fertilization is still highly profitable 

even without the subsidy because even then the profits will outweigh the costs. 

 

However, the Kemera subsidy for vitality fertilization will be reduced for the year 2015 

(Ministry..., 2014). According to the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in Finland, it 

would cover a maximum of 40% of the total costs (Ministry…, 2014, p. 53). The 

Ministry estimates that the quantities of vitality fertilization are likely to remain the 

same or decrease a little (Ministry…, 2014). Since, the vitality fertilization subsidy will 

be smaller, the ash fertilization marketers cannot underline its economical role as much 

as before. Hence, the change in the subsidy will affect the ash fertilization stakeholders´ 

external environment to some extent.  

 

The attitudes towards the lack of marketing skills were quite neutral as the stakeholders 

did not propose any solutions to the matter nor did they make any forecast on its effects 

on the market. This is strange because the lack of marketing skills were regarded as a 

barrier. If the selling of ash fertilizers has relied on the availability of the Kemera 

subsidy, it can be considered a central part of the dynamics of the market (see chapter 

5.1.2, 5.1.3 and 5.2.2). The equipment producer stakeholder regarded the structure of 

the market as rudimentary. The role of the Kemera subsidy supports the view of the 

market development being driven by external factors, such as the increased quantities of 

wood ash, legislation and so on. The Kemera subsidy has enabled the development of 

ash fertilization market, but it has also caused unorthodox circumstances such as this. 

As the forest fertilization customers are considered unwilling to pay for ash fertilizer 

(see chapter 5.1.4), reducing the subsidy will change the dynamics of the market to 

some extent, which will emphasize the role of marketing skills in the future.  

 

5.2.6 Summary & Conclusions 

The stakeholders´ attitudes towards the barriers of the ash fertilization market were 

quite unanimous. The logistics of wood ash were recognized by 12 stakeholders to be a 

critical barrier. The logistics, especially the spreading of ash, can be considered one of 

the key critical success factors in the ash fertilization market because they are connected 

to business models, value creation and profitability. The main challenges identified by 
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the stakeholders (excluding those incorporated in forest fertilization) were connected to 

making the business profitable in the long run.  

 

As contemplated in chapter 5.1.3, the ash fertilization stakeholders were considered to 

be strategically supply- or push-oriented. As Corniani (2008) argues, push-strategies 

require an extensive knowledge of the market, demand and competitors. However, 

Corniani (2008) also explored pull-strategies which are the opposite of push-strategies. 

The pull-strategy starts from the signals from the market which are utilized in shaping 

the organization´s products.  According to pull-strategies, a company cannot develop a 

profound and sustainable knowledge of the market because the market is dynamic and it 

is developed by the needs and behavior of the market participants. The pull-strategy 

emphasizes the ability to react to the market signals. Pull-strategies could be considered 

more market-driven/oriented while push-strategies are seen as supply-driven (Corniani, 

2008). 

 

The forest fertilization market can be regarded as market-driven as there are a wide 

range of products, customers and companies involved. According to such researchers as 

Bhandari (2013), Corniani (2008) and Jeffs (2008), a company needs to seek to 

understand the external environment in order to provide products/services that meet the 

needs of the customers. However, there is a dilemma which is caused by the fact that 

supply-driven stakeholders operate in the ash fertilization market which is part of the 

market-driven forest fertilization market. Can the supply-driven stakeholders operate in 

the market-driven forest fertilization market efficiently? Apparently they have managed 

to do so. One manufacturing stakeholder was of the opinion that the primary motivation 

of many operating companies is the willingness to cut costs, not to provide a 

service/product that creates value for customers. If this statement applies, the ash 

fertilization market cannot meet customers´ needs and develop towards being more 

market-oriented. If ash fertilizers are to compete with artificial fertilizers, the attitudes 

of supply-driven stakeholders towards the market need to be challenged. The dilemma 

boils down to the following questions: 1) how wood ash ought to be classified? (see 

chapter 5.2.4) 2) do the operating companies wish to become more market-oriented?  

 

When the classification of ash is discussed the question is whether ash is a by-flow 

generated in bioenergy production or a fertilization product or both? The effect of the 
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waste status and legislation on the external environment is evident and cannot be 

disregarded. However, the waste status does not apply after a product enhancement. As 

the willingness to develop ash has been challenged (see chapter 5.1), the stakeholders´ 

interest in developing ash is questionable because it is not related to their core 

competencies. Their interest is also affected by the prospects which were considered 

bleak. After analyzing the stakeholder statements and statistical information on forest 

fertilization, the forest fertilization quantities have been decreasing (Metla, 2013) and 

there is an ongoing structural change in forest ownership in Finland (Ministry… 2011b). 

These might indicate difficult prospects for the forest fertilization market.  

 

The stakeholders who were not incorporated in forest fertilization listed more 

challenges than advantages of using ash fertilizers. Their views on the barriers in the ash 

fertilization market may explain more of the stakeholders´ attitudes towards ash and the 

market than the actual external environment. These stakeholders consider the barriers 

discouraging and unattractive for themselves as well as for external companies thinking 

of joining the market. They are not willing to tackle the barriers. These stakeholders 

seem to challenge their attitudes only if some of the barriers were removed. But unless 

actual resources are allocated in R&D, the barriers will not be addressed.  

 

The stakeholders incorporated in fertilization were much more tolerant and open 

towards the barriers: they considered the barriers as part of the business which are 

bound to be overcome. These stakeholders develop the market while the other 

stakeholders adapt. Wood ash utilization is regarded as a good thing, but since only a 

few perceive it from a business perspective, ash fertilization is likely to remain a 

secondary issue. One stakeholder characterized the phenomenon:" I have been working 

(with wood ash) for 20 years now and in those years many people have liked to discuss 

ash fertilization and utilization with me. But immediately, when actual figures and 

money are being discussed, everybody is in a hurry to go home". It seems that the 

majority of the stakeholders feel discouraged by a growing pressure from authorities to 

utilize wood ash and to exploit it commercially because it is easier said than done. They 

have had to adapt to a new business area (see chapter 5.1.2), which has possibly 

challenged their views of wood ash altogether. Due to the described challenges as well 

as to the low competitiveness of ash fertilizers (see chapter 5.1.4), motivation in 

operating in the external environment seems to be challenged by the majority of the 
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stakeholders in a way that does not motivate these stakeholders to act. The majority of 

the stakeholders are of the opinion that too much effort is needed to establish a 

profitable ash fertilization business, which affects their motivations negatively. The 

value of wood ash and the attitudes towards the development of the market is truly a 

subjective issue. Still, on the whole the stakeholders did not seem concerned about the 

future or the development of the market which raises the question of the effects of the 

barriers to the ash fertilization market. The stakeholders identified numerous barriers in 

their external environment, but almost none of them elaborated on their influence on the 

market in detail (excluding logistics). However, the market-oriented stakeholders are 

working to remove the barriers to ash fertilizers while the waste-/utilization-oriented 

stakeholders are waiting for improvements. The dilemma of the market- and the 

waste/utilization-oriented stakeholders applies here as well. 

 

5.3 Stakeholder perceptions of ash recycling  

In this chapter the stakeholders´ views on ash recycling is analyzed. Firstly, the 

stakeholders´ knowledge of the ash recycling concept is addressed, which is followed 

by an analysis of the implementation propositions of ash recycling models. The third 

chapter focuses on the ash fertilization resources as well as the combination of ash and 

sludge. The summary and conclusions are included in the fourth chapter.  

 

5.3.1 The concept of ash recycling 

Strictly speaking, the concept of ash recycling refers to returning nutrients back to 

forests. According to the research into ash recycling, the nutrient cycle is essential since 

it includes the returning of nutrients which where once excluded through bioenergy 

harvests (Baumanns, 2010, Ozolinčius et al., 2005). Ten stakeholders regarded ash 

recycling as a natural cycle starting from the bioenergy production to the creation of ash 

whose nutrients are returned to forests to produce wood which will again be utilized as 

bioenergy in the future. Other utilization methods such as road construction are 

excluded from ash recycling. Baumanns (2010) argues that recycling ashes should be 

regarded as the first priority, due to the closure of the nutrient loop, but it does not 

exclude the aim to utilize ashes. According to her, ashes should always be utilized in a 
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purposeful manner: recycling is the main priority followed by other end-uses 

(Baumanns, 2010). 

 

The stakeholders can be divided into two distinct groups, based on their views on ash 

recycling: 1) the ones emphasizing nutrient cycling and 2) the others highlighting  wood 

ash utilization.  Only five of the ten stakeholders clearly separated other utility end-uses, 

such as road construction, from fertilization. These five stakeholders pointed out that by 

using other end-uses, the nutrients are not returned to produce wood material because 

they are excluded from the nutrient flow. Hence, the first group emphasized wood ash 

as a source of nutrients which are important to utilize. The latter group also consisted of 

five stakeholders who emphasized wood ash as a raw-material for various end-uses 

depending on its content. These five stakeholders were more unspecific and connected 

its usage to ash utilization in general, not for a particular purpose. They considered 

recycling a phenomenon of virtue. Their perceptions resonated with utility: anything 

that is useful should not be discarded. Fertilization was perceived as one form of 

"recycling". These stakeholders regarded wood ash as part of a modern recycling 

society and resource efficiency, which they saw as values, but they did not explicitly 

define the concepts. One stakeholder of this group suggested wood ash should be 

considered something more than just a fertilizer, i.e. a potential raw material for future 

products. 

 

The two groups included stakeholders from all areas: no specific stakeholder party was 

clearly present in either group. The attitudes towards ash recycling are positive in spite 

of the fact that the concept of ash recycling was interpreted differently. Both groups are 

willing to utilize ash extensively. The stakeholders in both groups emphasized the 

sustainability of ash recycling but they understood the definition of sustainability 

differently in this context. In the first group there were two manufacturing stakeholders 

who marketed their ash fertilization products, based on the research into ash recycling. 

They pursued to communicate the environmentally friendly and sustainability aspects of 

ash fertilizers. These stakeholders did not express their views on its success, but 

apparently they saw ash recycling as a means to add value to the service. In the second 

group the sustainability of ash recycling was viewed through the suitability of ashes to 

different end-uses (see chapter 5.2.2) as well as its economic feasibility. If the returning 

of ashes to the forests is possible and economically justified, it is worth pursuing. On 
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the other hand, if ash is not suited for fertilization, it can be used in road construction, 

for instance. However, it is the costs that determine its end-use.  

 

The underlying motivations behind ash recycling are multifaceted. 10 stakeholders 

consider ash recycling a way to use wood ash in a sustainable manner (both groups) but 

not all stakeholders agree with this. The remaining five stakeholders were quite neutral 

towards ash recycling and did not explicitly support it or oppose to it. One 

manufacturing stakeholder demanded more research into ash recycling. Naturally, the 

attitudes towards ash recycling are affected by the stakeholders´ market position in the 

external environment (what kind of operator he/she is in the ash fertilization market) 

since ash recycling would affect the behavior of the stakeholders in the external 

environment. Depending on the intensity of the implementation, the effects would be 

beneficial for some and disadvantageous for others. Thus, in terms of ash recycling, the 

stakeholders´ attitudes were quite open and positive. But there is a significant difference 

in their attitudes towards its practical execution.  Thus, seemingly the attitudes towards 

ash recycling depend on how it will be implemented in the stakeholders´ external 

environment.  

 

5.3.2 The implementation of ash recycling 

Although 12 stakeholders had positive attitudes towards ash recycling, their attitudes 

were much more cautious when dealing with the implementation of ash recycling 

practices. The stakeholders were asked to discuss ash recycling and imagine that it 

became a more standard operating procedure in their external environment, for example, 

on the initiative of the government or other organizations, which changed their attitudes 

into more wary. Although several suggestions were made, it was obvious that the 

realization of change in the external environment in addition to the effects of ash 

recycling on the actual operating practices were the issues causing concern. This is 

supported by the view that the majority wished the market would become more ash 

recycling oriented. Government regulations were regarded as discouraging and no 

interference was required from external parties. One manufacturing stakeholder had 

doubts about this. According to him, the market does not develop any bigger than it 

currently is. If a lot of compulsory and bureaucratic procedures were to be introduced 

into the market, it would change the market dynamics.  
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How the stakeholders realize the change in the external environment is addressed in the 

theory of Environmental Scanning. Ash recycling would affect the stakeholders´ 

perceptions of their external environments and their perceived strategic uncertainty 

(PSU) including 1) the degree of complexity and 2) the rate of change. 1) The external 

environment´s degree of complexity would be affected because new practices and 

perhaps new legislation, “a new task environment” influence all the stakeholders 

directly, which might be considered worrisome. 2) Possibly the rate of change would 

not be as dramatic if the new practices were implemented once and for all. There would 

probably be some changes and improvements of any shortcomings of the first 

implementation. What could cause further uncertainty in the external environment? 

Perhaps the introduction of ash recycling would increase environmental scanning within 

the ash fertilization market (more in chapter 5.4).  

 

A total of 12 stakeholders considered energy policies to have a direct effect on the fuels 

used by power plants which affect wood ash production. The role of the EU and the 

utilization of peat concerned some of the stakeholders: what is the future of peat energy 

utilization in Finland? Virtanen and Valpola (2011) argue that there is no contradiction 

with EU policies and the usage of peat in Finland. The EU was considered 

unpredictable by six stakeholders, which could explain their wary attitude towards it. 

Paappanen et al. (2005) contemplated that peat might have a difficult position in the 

energy market because of its low energy content and its replicability. Many power 

plants are able to replace peat by coal, for example (Paappanen et al. 2005). However, 

according to Statistics Finland, the usage of hard coal decreased significantly in the year 

2014 (OSF, 2014a). Then again, the usage of peat decreased from January to September 

in 2014 as well (OSF, 2014b). Is this a notable threat for peat usage? Naturally, the 

changes in the prices of different energy sources and policies affect the usage of forest 

materials as energy. However, due to the purpose of the study, this issue will not be 

contemplated further.  

 

The implementation of ash recycling seems challenging to the stakeholders but also to 

the researchers into ash recycling. They do not explicitly define how ash recycling is 

supposed to be categorized and identified. Is ash recycling a procedure connected to 

bioenergy harvests or is it a forestry practice or a forest fertilization alternative or all of 

these? Insam and Knapp (2011) separate the usage of ash fertilization from ash 
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recycling as they connect the latter with  wood ash application in ecosystems as a way 

to return nutrients and improve the pH of the soil (Insam & Knapp, 2011). The main 

difference between ash recycling and fertilization usage seems to be that ash recycling 

keeps the soil nutrients in status quo where ash fertilization increases them. Are 

researchers unable to address and categorize ash recycling from a market perspective? 

According to researchers, ash recycling could be described as a forestry practice 

because of its definition (see p. 22). That is why ash recycling would not compete 

against ash and chemical fertilizers as it would be a forestry practice of its own. The 

role of ash recycling should be more clearly defined in my view. According to this 

study, ash recycling does not have a significant role in the stakeholders´ external 

environment at least for the time being.    

 

5.3.3 Fertilization resources 

Six stakeholders addressed the global sufficiency of raw materials for fertilization. They 

emphasized the sustainability of ash recycling compared to the import of fertilization 

raw materials, such as phosphorus, from different parts of the world. Since there is a 

domestically produced alternative available why not utilize it more efficiently. The 

usage of various nutrients in agriculture and forestry has been dealt with in a number of 

related studies. One of the most topical nutrients which many researchers have focused 

on is phosphorus (P). For example Cordell (2008) gives eight arguments why the usage 

of phosphorus needs to be more profoundly managed. Cordell regards phosphorus as the 

most important “non-renewable resource” (Cordell, 2008, p.1). Belyazid and Belyazid 

(2012) have explored the cycling methods of phosphorus in temperate and boreal 

forests. In their report they state that phosphorus is a common limiting factor in forest 

productivity. However, they underline that there is little information available on the 

cycling of phosphorus in forest ecosystems which should be studied further (Belyazid & 

Belyazid, 2012). According to these findings, the relevancy of the usage of fertilization 

resources is already an extremely current topic which should not be undermined. 

Cordell (2008) even suggests the usage of human excreta in some cases as a source of 

phosphorus. These represent only a few examples of the research into the usage and 

sufficiency of phosphorus. Hence, there is a need to support ways of utilizing these 

minerals from various sources, which just emphasizes the role of ash recycling.  
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Sludge is also considered an applicable forest fertilizer as well as an alternative in 

replacing some of the imported raw materials. Sludge contains nitrogen which is not 

included in wood ash (Laitinen & Lindh, 2005). Combining wood ash and sludge would 

be beneficial from the efficiency point of view. It could even improve the 

competitiveness of wood ash. Still, the combination of ash and sludge is currently 

prohibited, according to the stakeholders. There is a lot of research into the combination 

of sludge and ash: Vesterinen (2003a) has studied the combination of self-hardened ash 

and biosludge as a forest fertilizer. Helmisaari et al. (2006) have focused on the effects 

of ash and bio sludge fertilization on three individual stands consisting of Norway 

spruce, Scots pine and Silver birch. Helmisaari et al. (2006) consider the combined 

usage of ash and sludge highly potential. Still, Haglund et al. (2008) regard sewage 

sludge or sludge from the paper mills as a waste. Is the combination of wastes 

prohibited by the law and is the combined usage of sludge and wood ash considered a 

hazardous waste?  

 

If the usage of bioenergy from wood is increasing in Finland in the future, nutrient loss 

in forests could be a more apparent threat. That is why ash recycling in addition to using 

other forest industrial by-flows such as sludge could be supported more. Some 

researchers such as Rothpfeffer et al. (2005) suggest that long-term ecological impacts 

of the combined usage of sludge and wood ash on ecosystems should be explored 

further. 

 

There have been a lot of projects and research into the utilization of different by-flows, 

for instance by Matilainen et al. (2013), whose project is titled “The nutrients of Forest 

industries – The utilization of forest industrial by-flows as a fertilizer”. Molly et al., 

(2001) emphasize by-product fertilization usage because it is a convenient way of 

utilizing waste/by-products. Molly et al. (2001) have defined three benefits of by-

product usage on forest soils including the recycling of nutrients, decreasing the costs of 

disposing wastes to landfills as well as increasing tree growth (Molly et al., 2001). 

There is a pursuit to move towards more sustainable alternatives in fertilization. 

However, the utilization of wastes in forest might also challenge the traditional 

perceptions of forests. One stakeholder wondered whether forest owners and forest 

industries would be willing to perceive forests as recycling locations where different 

forestry by-flows would be utilized. The stakeholder considered the private forest 
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owners´ attitudes towards these sorts of practices questionable. According to the ash 

recycling model, it is a natural cycle for ash - but how about other forest industry by-

flows? Is there a contradiction in the utilization of different by-flows compared to the 

boundaries of traditional forestry? According to Molly et al. (2001) and Matilainen et al. 

(2013), there is no contradiction in the by-flow utilization in fertilization because it is 

regarded as an opportunity. The views on the fertilization resources and the ash and 

sludge combination emphasize that there is a need for sustainable fertilization 

alternatives which is why the combination of these two were regarded as potential. Still, 

private forest owners´ attitudes towards utilizing forest industry by-flow in fertilization 

need to be examined further.  

 

5.3.4 Summary & Conclusions 

The stakeholders express both positive and controversial views on ash recycling. They 

view ash recycling as a virtue which ought to be strived for. On the other hand, they can 

be divided into two groups on the basis of their attitudes towards ash recycling. The first 

group emphasized nutrient cycling while the second group stressed wood ash 

utilization. The first group consisted of five stakeholders who clearly separated 

fertilization from other utility end-uses: they emphasized the cycling of nutrients 

because if the ash is not utilized in fertilization, the nutrients will not return to the forest 

site to produce wood. In the second group the five stakeholders´ views were more 

general. These stakeholders viewed ash recycling as ash utilization in various end-uses. 

However, the majority of the stakeholders had an insufficient knowledge of ash 

recycling as a concept.  

 

The stakeholders had controversial views on the implementation of ash recycling 

because it would affect their perceptions of the rate of change and degree of complexity 

in their external environments as described in the ES literature. The stakeholders 

considered the current dynamics of their external environment to be relatively stable, 

but the implementation of ash recycling would challenge their views to some extent. 

Their main concern was how intense the implementation of ash recycling would be and 

how much it would change the external environment. What they wished was that the ash 

fertilization market would develop towards employing ash recycling without the 
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interference of government or other officials. In addition, they wanted the 

implementation to be executed on their own terms.  

 

What is the stakeholders´ motivation in engaging in ash recycling in Finland? In spite of 

their positive attitudes towards ash recycling, their real motivation remains unclear. Six 

stakeholders acknowledged that the usage of different minerals such as phosphorus and 

nitrogen would be limited in the future and this usage could be compensated by ash 

recycling. Still, there seems to be an incapability to pursue ash recycling. Is the 

insufficiency of nutrients still a distant threat in Finland? Perhaps as Vesterinen (2003a) 

argues, a nutrient loss resulting from bioenergy harvesting has not been such a sufficient 

threat to promote ash recycling as in Sweden, for instance. According to Vesterinen 

(2003a), in Sweden ash recycling practices have been implemented to counterattack soil 

acidification while in Finland they are connected to increasing forest growth. If the soil 

acidification is not seen as an equally big problem in Finland as in Sweden as 

Vesterinen (2003a) implies, ash recycling is not considered equally acute in Finland 

either. The attitudes towards ash recycling are also affected by the stakeholders´ views 

on the whole ash business and on the ashes generated in Finland. As one stakeholder 

described, the usage of bioenergy is increasing and there will be plenty of ashes for 

different end-uses. Thus, the availability of ashes will not be a limiting factor. 

Numerous researchers have expressed their concern about the possible negative 

environmental impacts of whole-tree-harvests. Will it change general attitudes towards 

ash recycling in Finland? 

 

If the environmental reasons are not an adequate motivator to participate in ash 

recycling, will the emphasis on social benefits be more motivating? Seven stakeholders 

stated that implementing ash recycling could increase regional employment in Finland 

because the handling and transport of ash would require new operating companies. A 

few stakeholders were of the opinion that power plants were willing to outsource ash 

management. Outsourcing could increase the chances of increasing value to end-users 

because the intermediary companies would be strategically incorporated in transport and 

handling of wood ash. However, one stakeholder implied that if power plants adopted 

ash recycling, it would consolidate their image by highlighting environmental values as 

Bohlin and Mårtensson (2004) suggest. Ash producers cannot collaborate with each 

other or form an alliance in managing ash because they run a risk of being qualified as a 
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cartel. It seems that the producers have to make the initiative to either recycle wood ash 

by themselves or outsource it. This provides an opportunity for potential entrepreneurs. 

However, the most critical question is related to the economics of ash recycling as Ojala 

(2010) and Baumanns (2010) indicate. The following questions remain to be answered: 

1) Are there practical and economically feasible ash recycling methods available in 

Finland? 2) Are private forest owners willing to pay for ash recycling services in 

Finland?   

 

Most importantly, the stakeholders did not address the role of ash recycling in their 

external environment. Few stakeholders offered models to implement ash recycling. 

They were regional in nature, due to logistical challenges (see chapter 5.2.1). Because 

the stakeholders were not specific in their assessment of the actual implementation of 

ash recycling, there are many issues left for further contemplation. An important 

question is how to implement ash recycling in the forest fertilization market which 

already operates in a certain manner? The idea of ash recycling is to return nutrients to a 

forest site where they used to be (Baumanns, 2010). In other words, the nutrient flow in 

the cycle is perceived to be status quo. Neither researchers nor stakeholders could 

determine whether ash recycling should be part of the whole energy wood trade as a 

forestry procedure, an additional service or a market of its own? What exactly is ash 

recycling from the point of view of forestry? Nurmesniemi et al. (2012) consider that 

the introduction of ash recycling would reduce the need for artificial fertilizers. 

Vesterinen (2003b) also implies that the position of ash fertilizers could improve 

because of a decreasing usage of artificial fertilizers. In these two studies, ash recycling 

is connected to fertilization which is a traditional forestry procedure. According to my 

study, there is a need to define ash recycling and its role from the point of view of 

forestry more accurately. There are still difficulties in categorizing ash recycling in the 

ash fertilization market, which is reflected on the stakeholders´ attitudes towards its 

implementation. One stakeholder crystallized the complex nature of ash recycling and 

its implementation profoundly: "A forest owner receives a payment for the stumps, 

residues and other biomass to be utilized in bioenergy production. Then there is the 

recycling approach which aims to improve the nutrient state of the forest. The forest 

owner gets a minor compensation for bioenergy wood, and then later ash fertilizers are 

sold back to him. This raises a question about a forest owner selling bioenergy wood 

cheaply and buying an ash fertilization made of the end-products of his own bioenergy 
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wood. One has to be careful when marketing ash recycling to the forest owner who 

might feel deceived if he experiences that bioenergy harvest caused the nutrient loss 

which is compensated by ash fertilization".   

 

5.4 Environmental Scanning practices among the stakeholders 

The practices the stakeholders use to analyze their external environment are explored by 

the theory of Environmental Scanning (ES). The data is first contrasted to the 

prerequisites of ES. Then ES and the stakeholders´ ES modes are explored. The 

conclusions as a whole are presented at the end of the chapter. 

 

5.4.1 Environmental Scanning prerequisites 

The data has been challenging to interpret through the theory of ES because there are 

some theoretical and conceptual unclarities including the following:  

1) The ambiguous attributes of ES and the analyzing methods employed by the 

stakeholders. 

2) The importance of perceived strategic uncertainty (PSU) and its existence 

concerning the stakeholders 

3) The width of ES and the analyzing methods employed by the stakeholders. 

In order to address ES practices which the stakeholders use, the ES prerequisites have to 

be assessed.  

 

1) The main problem with the ES literature is that researchers fail to describe the most 

vital attributes to identify ES in organizations. ES has been described as a systematic 

process which allows the collecting of specific information about the external 

environment which can then be used in strategic planning (AFI, 2003, Bhandari, 2013, 

See Choo, 2001, p.1). According to the ES theory, the ES process is also described as 

being focused and systematic in nature (Zhang et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2011, Zhang et 

al. 2012). The majority of the stakeholders did not conduct any kind of market analysis, 

which excludes them altogether from ES. Only four stakeholders did qualify as subjects 

for the ES analysis.  Although these stakeholders analyzed their external environment, it 

does not necessarily mean that they conducted ES because it needs to be systematic and 

continuous. According to one manufacturing stakeholder, the market analysis was 

executed along the main daily routines, which he considered to be sufficient. Only one 
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stakeholder was of the opinion that analyzing the external environment constantly was a 

necessity. Apparently, the external environment analysis was conducted but not 

necessarily with the depth and effort that ES researchers demand. If ES is required to be 

a systematic and a well-organized process in organization, only two or three 

stakeholders seem to conduct a somewhat systematic external environment analysis 

which could meet the requirements of ES.  

 

2) The perceived strategic uncertainty (PSU) is regarded as a central part of ES (Zhang 

et al. 2010). PSU results from the lack of an ability to understand or grasp a particular 

relevant phenomenon accurately enough on the basis of the information available. This 

is affected by two factors: 1) a degree of complexity and 2) a rate of change. The degree 

of complexity refers to the quantity of external factors affecting the company´s behavior 

while the rate of change addresses the frequency of change and developments in the 

external environment (Zhang et al., 2011).  Let us first contemplate these two variables.  

 

The degree of complexity in the external environment of the ash fertilization 

stakeholders is evident. There are strict legislation requirements for ash quality and 

fertilization products. The legislation determines the sources of wood ash (Haglund et 

al, 2008). If the criteria are not met, wood ash cannot be used in fertilization (Finlex, 

1993 fertilization act). Anyone selling fertilization products is under strict liability and 

the ash manufacturer/seller is responsible for the product: Any damage caused by ash 

fertilizers has to be covered by the manufacturer/ seller/ spreader (Matilainen et al., 

2013). Naturally, it is difficult to evaluate how the stakeholders truly experience the 

effects of fertilization legislation and the waste tax act on their operations. One 

stakeholder regarded the requirements for knowledge as an entry barrier to the external 

environment. One can argue that operating in the external environment is complicated 

on the basis of how the stakeholders went great lengths to characterize the dynamics and 

barriers (see chapters 5.1 and 5.2). In other words, the degree of complexity is evident 

in the external environment. 

 

The rate of change in the ash fertilization stakeholders´ external environment is 

considered low. Supposedly, the organizations operating in the ash fertilization market 

have come to the terms with the degree of complexity in their external environment. 

Many stakeholders said that no significant changes had occurred in their external 
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environment excluding legislation changes such as the increased costs imposed by the 

waste tax act. Six stakeholders considered the market to develop quite moderately 

because the quantities of ash-fertilized forests would be approximately the same during 

the following five to ten years. The ash fertilizing stakeholders regard their external 

environment as relatively stable.  

 

The ash fertilization stakeholders´ external environment could be characterized as 

complex in nature, but stable in dynamics. This is interesting because generally the 

market area was considered quite stable in spite of the fact that many of the interviewed 

stakeholders quite openly admitted having knowledge gaps of specific issues related to 

their external environment. This can also imply that ash fertilization is not a top priority 

as it is strategically insignificant to the majority of the stakeholders. The lack of 

knowledge did not seem to bother them either. Only four stakeholders ran companies 

which were strategically founded on fertilization.  

 

Because 11 stakeholders were not incorporated in ash fertilization, there is no PSU in 

their case. Zhang et al. (2011) emphasize that theoretically, PSU strongly affects the 

scanning need. There is no PSU if the subject is not strategic. The four stakeholders 

regarded being up-to-date on current events as the primary reason for analyzing the 

external environment. Does uncertainty cause this need? Is it a sufficient reason to be 

considered qualified for ES? AFI (2003) approves being up to date as an adequate 

reason to conduct ES. The stakeholders did not reveal if this need originated from 

uncertainty or if it was pure curiosity or professionalism. Could it be said that the PSU 

is quite a subjective concept? I find it difficult to determine whether a stakeholder has 

sufficient information on the external environment because it is ultimately the analyzer 

who starts the whole process. By interpreting the definition of PSU, if uncertainty is 

considered the gap between the information obtained and the information longed to 

have, there might have been some environmental scanning in this case. However, the 

data of this study does not provide direct answers to this question, which leaves room 

for interpretation. At least the four stakeholders were incorporated in ash fertilization, 

which provides a basis to analyze ES.  

 

3) Zhang et al. (2012) perceived the ES to be the most fundamental and extensive 

environment analysis process. It includes business intelligence as well as competitor 
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intelligence (Zhang et al., 2012). If this criterion is contrasted to the four stakeholders 

incorporated in fertilization and who are analyzing the external environment, it is 

questionable whether they conduct ES or not. These stakeholders did look at major 

trends and they were aware of legislation and political aspects as well global trends, 

compared to non-analyzing stakeholders. However, the majority of the stakeholders 

perceived the dynamics of the fertilization market in a similar manner. They understood 

the different connections between various aspects, and contemplated the market in a 

wide ranged manner but on a more domestic scale. According to the scale of the 

scanning, only two or three stakeholders seem to scan the environment following the ES 

principles.  

 

In conclusion, it is justifiable to say that the majority of ash fertilization stakeholders do 

not undertake ES because ash fertilization is not strategic to them. It does not mean that 

these stakeholders do not analyze their external environment at all – it means that they 

are not analyzing their external environment by following the practices of ES. ES 

practices can be observed in the cases of only four stakeholders who were incorporated 

in forest fertilization. Due to the interpretive nature of the definitions of PSU and ES, it 

is rather difficult to assess ES in their case. If the PSU is the triggering motive, no clear 

statement on this matter can be made. The ES literature is not specific about the 

prerequisites of ES and does not determine the necessary requirements for identifying 

ES, which leaves room for interpretations. Zhang et al. (2011) argue that PSU should 

strongly affect the need to scan the environment. Because the four stakeholders were 

incorporated in forest fertilization, it can be assumed that PSU would have a role in 

initiating their external environment analysis, which enables investigating their ES 

practices.  

 

5.4.2 Ash fertilization stakeholders and modes of scanning 

Although the ES prerequisites excluded the majority of the stakeholders from 

conducting ES, this section includes all the stakeholders. This chapter focuses on the 

external environment analysis methods employed by the ash fertilization stakeholders 

which are contrasted to the four modes of ES (see p. 19): 1) Undirected viewing, 2) 

Enacting/ informal search, 3) Conditioned viewing and 4) Searching/ formal search 

presented by Choo (2002b). These modes are formed through the un/analyzability of the 
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market as well as the organizational intrusiveness/unintrusiveness while combining 

information needs, information seeking and information use.  

 

Again, the definitions have to be analyzed before making any conclusions. The ES 

literature describes every scanning mode in detail. Still, they are categorized quite 

strictly on the scale of analyzability/unanalyzabilty and intrusiveness/unintrusiviness. 

The idea of an unanalyzable external environment seems quite unorthodox – why a 

company should operate in an external environment which it cannot understand? 

According to Choo (2002a), the analyzability of the external environment entails 

perceiving the environment in a specific manner: the available information about the 

external environment is insufficient, which makes the company willing to search for 

relevant information and act. On the other hand, Choo (2002a) describes the 

unanalyzability of an external environment, which means that the current knowledge is 

sufficient in forecasting upcoming events. The organization believes that their 

interpretation of the external environment is truthful enough. This can lead to adaptive 

behavior in the external environment which is why the environment is not necessarily 

scanned (Choo, 2002a). The intrusiveness/unintrusiveness aspect defines how much the 

organization interacts with the external environment. The question remains how an 

organization that perceives its external environment to be unanalyzable still wishes to 

intrude with it. This mode of scanning is called enacting, which entails creating the 

wished environment. If the organization is content with its perceptions of the external 

environment, why should it intrude in it (Choo, 2002a)? Choo (2001) elaborates that 

enacting is seeking the information through new methods, i.e. “learning by doing” 

(Choo, 2001, p. 18). Still, the categorization is a little contradictory and unclear as it is 

also highly subjective. Although these definitions are slightly unspecific, they are 

regarded as the criteria for identifying ES modes (Choo, 2002a). 

 

The ES modes emphasize the roles of information needs, information seeking and use. 

If the prerequisites for ES have been defined, do they limit the scanning modes 

significantly? If the aspects of intrusiveness/unintrusiveness and analyzability 

/unanalyzability are regarded as a priority, what kind of role do information needs, 

information seeking and use have in defining the scanning mode? In the model there are 

different categories for information needs and information seeking in identifying the 

scanning mode. According to Zhang et al. (2012), as a result of PSU a company defines 
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its information needs which are considered the starting point of ES. Choo (2002a) states 

that the scanning modes have been characterized through taking into account 

intrusiveness/unintrusiveness and analyzability/unanalyzability as well as information 

needs, information seeking and information use. Thus, the researcher identifying 

scanning modes should contrast the data to the descriptions about the scanning modes 

and interpret their compatibility. Choo (2002a) underlines the four criteria rather than 

the actual defining of information needs as Zhang et al. (2012). However, Choo (2002a) 

explores the scanning modes while Zhang et al. (2012) analyzes the ES process, which 

makes comparing their findings somewhat complicated.   

 

Because of the inconsistencies in the ES literature, the ash fertilization stakeholders are 

categorized on the basis of the intrusiveness/unintrusiveness and 

analyzability/unanalyzability aspects (Choo, 2002a) after which information needs, 

information seeking and information use are examined. This is followed by selecting the 

most compatible ES mode for an individual stakeholder. The approach in this study 

endeavors to take into account all the aspects connected to each ES mode. Many 

stakeholders showed an extensive knowledge of their external environment, but they 

were a little vague when describing the actual scanning activities.  

 

5.4.2.1 Analyzability and unanalyzability of the external environment 

Nine stakeholders regarded the external environment as unanalyzable because they were 

not actively operating there. Their approach to the external environment was adaptive 

because they accepted the dynamics of the market and were content with their views 

towards it.  They considered the current status of the market as it is at the moment, 

which indicates that the external environment is unanalyzable. They did not seem to 

challenge their assumptions of the external environment.  

 

Six stakeholders considered the external environment analyzable. These stakeholders 

were active and regarded themselves as capable of affecting the external environment. 

The external environment was considered more dynamic which consolidates the need to 

be up-to-date on current events. They contemplated the dynamics of the external 

environment profoundly and were aware of the current developments. They seemed to 
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approach their external environment more openly because they recognized having 

information gaps which needed to be assessed.  

 

5.4.2.2 Intrusiveness/unintrusiveness 

Seven stakeholders were passive operators in the external environment. They were more 

adaptive as they did not actively pursue to change or influence the external 

environment, which makes them by-standers rather than active operators. Their 

statements also resonated a sense of conditionality: if some dynamics were to change in 

the external environment, they might become more intrusive towards it. Eight 

stakeholders, on the other hand, were intrusive in the external environment. They were 

operating in the external environment by providing products/services and thus 

influencing their external environment. By being a part of the ash fertilization market in 

such a concrete way they can be considered intrusive towards their external 

environment.  

 

5.4.2.3 Information needs 

The information needs of eight stakeholders are categorized in undirected viewing. 

There is no specific scanning unit and the search for information was described as 

uncoordinated. The need for information was mostly for general information, not for 

specific information. The information gathering was informal and not managed, and 

personal intuition had a major role.  Although information was coordinated within the 

organizations, it seemed that its utilization was indefinable. This was probably the most 

common view of information needs because most stakeholders were not incorporated in 

ash fertilization.  Because wood ash is not strategically important, general information 

suffices. It seemed that for the majority of stakeholders it is sufficient to know broadly 

what is occurring in the external environment. But since the rate of change in the 

external environment is perceived to be low, the need for new information is also low. 

Perhaps these stakeholders are "products of their environment". If nothing is perceived 

to happen, one does not necessarily expect anything to happen. 

 

The information needs of two stakeholders could be categorized in conditional viewing. 

This category included the customer and independent forest organization stakeholders. 
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These two were a bit more specific in their scanning needs, which circled upon on 

certain subjects which were important to these two stakeholders. Apparently, they 

utilized particular information sources. Still, it seemed that personal intuition had a 

major role, and the coordination of information seeking was a bit unclear, although 

more defined than in undirected viewing. In terms of this group, the emphasis is on a 

predefined set of issues from certain sources. 

 

Four stakeholders were categorized as belonging to the enacting/informal search. Three 

of them were incorporated in fertilization while one was a government/ ministry 

stakeholder. These four stakeholders identified specific themes of interest in the external 

environment which they regularly followed. Personal intuition had a role, but the 

organizational goals were also taken into account. They had a professional approach to 

analyzing the market. The information needs were discussed and later dealt with in the 

organizations as well.  

 

One stakeholder was categorized as belonging to formal search/ discovery/ searching. 

The stakeholder´s information needs were strictly defined to focus on specific subjects 

and to utilize various methods to obtain the required information. The information needs 

were discussed, monitored and controlled in the organization in a formal manner. The 

stakeholder in question was motivated to find the right answers.  

 

This categorization shows that the minority of the stakeholders had specifically defined 

information needs. These stakeholders were broadly interested in the external 

environment and more interested in their own subjects. Only a few stakeholders had 

more defined information needs possibly because most of them were incorporated in 

fertilization. In one case the information needs were very strictly defined. As a whole, 

this explains the stakeholders´ attitudes towards the external environment. Due to the 

low rate of change in the external environment, the majority of the stakeholders 

regarded the market as stable. That is why they did not feel an urgent need to search for 

new information, which is aligned with PSU.  Still, one third of the stakeholders had a 

more professionally defined set of information needs.  
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5.4.2.4 Information seeking 

The customer stakeholder was categorized as belonging to information seeking in 

undirected viewing.  Because he did not operate in the field of ash fertilization or 

analyze the market, his habits of seeking information focused on certain issues, such as 

service providers and their prices.  Moreover, no stakeholders were placed in the 

conditioned viewing category because none of the stakeholders met the requirements.   

 

The majority of the stakeholders were categorized as belonging to enacting (10) and 

discovery/formal search (4). The stakeholders in Enacting utilized various sources 

including news, research articles, personal contacts as well as information from 

partners. Still these stakeholders lacked a scanning unit. They were a bit selective in 

their use of sources and methods. In the formal search/ discovery the stakeholders were 

more active.  They utilized all sources mentioned in enacting but also seemed to process 

the information a little bit more extensively. The information was dealt with in the 

organization at least to some extent. Two of these stakeholders were incorporated in 

fertilization: one was a government/ ministry stakeholder and one was a research 

stakeholder 

 

The biggest difference between the groups of enacting and discovery categories was the 

following: the four stakeholders in the discovery category were a bit more determined in 

finding sources and also critical towards them. The ones placed in enacting were less 

explorative and less strict. The stakeholders in general were quite capable of utilizing 

information. They had various ways of seeking information.  

 

In general, the stakeholders are capable in searching information but the ones actively 

participating and utilizing the sought information in practice seem to be in a minority. 

The four stakeholders in the formal search/discovery category especially had defined 

how information would be gathered and who would participate in searching. In one case 

in particular, a plan was made how to search information: what kind of results were 

expected within a specified timeframe. The style of searching was formal.   
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5.4.2.5 Information use 

The majority of the stakeholders utilized gathered information in selling products and 

services. The stakeholders were knowledgeable about the properties of wood ash and its 

utilization locations. Other wood ash related information was sought and utilized in 

projects and seminars. The stakeholders also benefited from the information when 

making their own conclusions about the external environment as described in the 

results. Few stakeholders mapped current and potential customers and their locations 

and assessed the demand for their products in an uncoordinated way. Some stakeholders 

also used information in connecting partners, cooperating and disseminating gathered 

information.   

 

Overall, the stakeholders´ motivations behind utilizing gathered information are 

multifaceted and cannot be fully assessed in this study. Since the usage of information is 

related to organizational learning as well as strategies, it is not purposeful from the point 

of view of this study to analyze this theme further. Also the usage of information is 

closely connected to the nature of the businesses themselves. Due to a lack of data as 

well as of research ethics, only a modest description of the information use is provided. 

The utilization of information was not prioritized in the data gathering because of the 

focus of the study.  

 

5.4.2.6 Conclusions 

By analyzing the organizations´ perceptions of their external environment on the scale 

of analyzability/unanalyzability, their intrusiveness/unintrusiveness as well as 

information needs, information seeking and information use, the following division has 

been made (see figure 11.). 

 

Ash fertilization 

stakeholders´ ES 

modes 

Undirected 

viewing 

conditioned viewing Enacting Discovery/ 

Searching 

n = 15 7 2 2 4 

Figure 11. Ash fertilization stakeholders´ ES modes. 
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The majority of the stakeholders are categorized as belonging to Undirected viewing. 

The conditioned viewing and enacting categories have two stakeholders in each mode 

while four stakeholders were placed in the discovery/searching mode. On the basis of 

this categorization, it is clear that both the “extremes” are heavily emphasized. The 

majority of the stakeholders fall into two categories: Undirected viewing and Discovery 

and searching, which are opposites from a theoretical standpoint. So the majority of the 

stakeholders perceived the market to be unanalyzable. They are passive in it, which 

accentuates their general attitude towards the ash market. Wood ash is not a top priority 

which is why scanning the external environment is not important in the case of wood 

ash. Four stakeholders were professional and incorporated in forest fertilization. They 

regard analyzing the external environment as part of running a successful business. 

They have a completely opposite approach to the external environment as they intrude 

with it actively. Interestingly, the categories of conditioned viewing and enacting both 

included two stakeholders. The categorized modes describe the nature of the external 

environment because they show the differentiation between the stakeholders´ attitudes 

and business models. Only a minority operate on a strategical basis (4), the majority (7) 

are more indifferent towards the market and do not analyze it profoundly and the rest 

(4) are between the two. The stakeholders in the mode of Conditioned Viewing and 

Enacting are knowledgeable, but still wary about operating or analyzing the market, 

which affects either their environmental assumption or willingness to intrude. Naturally, 

this categorization is suggestive. There are borderline cases where the stakeholder could 

have been placed differently. 

 

5.4.3 Environmental scanning and the stakeholders 

Only a minority of the stakeholders conducted any kind of external analysis which is 

quite surprising. In two cases the scope of analysis was wide and included both the 

analysis of the near task environment as well as that of the broader socio-economic 

environment and the development of the fertilization market in general.  In four cases 

the scope was more focused on the task environment or on another strictly defined 

subject. It is clear that the stakeholders incorporated in fertilization were the ones 

conducting ES because they require knowledge in order to be competitive and to 

respond to the external environment. This is understandable from the point of view of 

the organizational strategy literature and ES theory. Bhandari (2012) considers ES a 
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necessity in the formulation of strategies - the four stakeholders scan the environment 

because they are incorporated in forest fertilization and make efforts to provide value 

for their customers. However, in these four cases the depth of the external analysis is 

questionable and seems a bit uncoordinated. My impression is that the stakeholders stay 

sufficiently informed by operating in the external environment, which makes an external 

environment analysis such as ES unnecessary. Thus, it is opaque to determine whether 

the four stakeholders meet the requirements, such as the width and continuity of ES. 

Even the four stakeholders who operate in the market do not feel an urgent need to 

analyze the external environment since they consider it small and stable. 

 

Eleven stakeholders did not conduct any external environment analysis or ES because 

there was no PSU. These stakeholders considered making an external environment 

analysis unnecessary because they were not incorporated in forest fertilization. The ash 

fertilization market is considered strategically insignificant, which affects their 

participation in the external environment. This became evident in the analysis practices 

which these stakeholders used. The fact that they had not analyzed their external 

environment did not bother them. Operations with ash and information gathering were 

defined by other factors than the organizations strategic position. These motivations 

included project financing, needs of the customers, utilization and management of ash, 

spreading information on ash, among other motivations. Some of the stakeholders 

emphasized being aware of waste legislation, utilization locations and ash management 

since they provide the operating framework. Thus ash related information is needed to 

operate within that framework as efficiently as possible. Wood ash is not thought of as 

part of the business that might generate value, thus the information on the market is 

perhaps unnecessary considering this context. The nine stakeholders (see figure 11) 

regard the external environments as unanalyzable so they intrude little with it.  

 

Personal intuition seemed to play a major role in obtaining and sharing information in 

the majority of cases. It seems that information is shared within these organizations but 

how it is processed and analyzed is much more questionable. Since personal intuition 

has a significant role, the value of the information is determined by the person seeking 

and interpreting information. What is shared and what is utilized can be quite 

subjective. This might emphasize the need for setting rules on information searching as 

emphasized by Zhang et al. (2010). The stakeholders did not explicitly contemplate on 
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these sorts of themes, for example, what kind of role an information seeker has in the 

organization and what kind of aspects are needed to be noted in delivering reliable 

information. Then again, information systems might become more costly and time 

consuming, which is why the current state is of information utilization is working. Some 

stakeholders had quite flexible organization structures, which is why formal information 

seeking was seen as unnecessary.  

  

13 stakeholders had data storages which were usually set to meet legislation 

requirements. Some of these requirements are defined in the waste tax act (Finlex, 

2010). The utilization of data storages seemed to be quite vague and only a couple of 

stakeholders utilized this resource. My impression is that the majority of the 

stakeholders handled, processed and distributed information in their own organization if 

and when they had time. Apparently, not a lot of resources were allocated to analyze 

this resource, due to costs or other management reasons. One stakeholder of the other 

forestry organization category stated that there is not enough time to go through 

everything, which is quite understandable. Still, one manufacturing stakeholder stated 

during the interviews that investigating data storages would be a good idea in 

conceiving their operating environment more specifically.  

 

Naturally the lack of strategically operating companies affects the whole analysis. As 

the majority of the stakeholders consider ash fertilization insignificant, they do not feel 

the need to analyze the external environment from their competitors´ and customers´ 

point of view. Because of the nature of the stakeholders´ business, there is no need to 

conduct ES. Instead, they emphasize wood ash utilization. As established in chapter 

5.4.1, the external environment is regarded as stable, which only highlights the 

perception of constancy in the market. In addition to the few strategically operating 

companies, the structure of the market and the whole phenomenon of the ash 

fertilization market is still emerging (see chapter 5.1), which explains why ES practices 

are not employed.  

 

5.4.4 Summary & Conclusions 

What kind of ES practices do the stakeholders have? Few stakeholders analyze their 

external environment while most of the stakeholders do not. My impression is that the 
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strategic insignificance of ash fertilizers is the main reason behind this. The majority of 

the stakeholders consider the dynamics and the nature of the market stable. They 

experienced the rate of change low in the external environment, which is why they 

regard analyzing the external environment as unnecessary. The reason why they do not 

conduct ES is the lack of PSU. Actually, there are eight stakeholders actively intruding 

with the environment and developing products and services. But the minority of the 

stakeholders who actively interact with their external environment are categorized as 

belonging to the ES modes of discovery (4 stakeholders) and enacting (2 stakeholders). 

According to a manufacturing stakeholder, the external environment does not develop 

any bigger than it already is by itself. In spite of the fact that only one stakeholder 

addressed this, in my view the majority of the stakeholders are waiting for their external 

environment to be developed. This perception is consolidated by the ES modes. Only 

four stakeholders were categorized as belonging to the ES mode of discovery/searching 

while seven stakeholders belonged to the ES mode of undirected viewing. Despite the 

fact that there are some border line cases when defining the scanning modes for the 

stakeholders, the categorization notifies all the aspects of the ES modes set by Choo 

(2001). 

  

The ES prerequisites were analyzed and only four stakeholders were included in the ES 

regime. Although ES was defined as the analysis of the external environment and the 

acquisition of external and internal information (such as patterns, trends and 

relationships) which assist strategic planning (AFI, 2003, Bhandari, 2013, see Choo, 

2001), interpreting the prerequisites and the definition of ES turned out to be difficult. 

The ES literature should more explicitly define what attributes are crucial in identifying 

ES practices in an organization. Due to the difficulty in interpreting the prerequisites 

and the definition of ES, it is hard to ascertain whether the four stakeholders conducted 

ES or not. Since the role of PSU is emphasized in ES, it has been utilized as a means to 

identify ES practices. There is no PSU in the case of 11 stakeholders because ash 

fertilizers are not strategic to them, which does not encourage them to conduct ES. 

These pieces of analysis imply that the external environment is considered to be 

somewhat underdeveloped, static or predictable in order to trigger the need for an 

external analysis or ES. There is no PSU or urgency to act in the external environment 

to obtain information if daily operations provide an adequate view of the market. Hence, 

many stakeholders seem to wait for their external environment to develop without 
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having to intrude in it. Perhaps because of the dynamics in the ash fertilization market 

(see chapter 5.1.3) there is an insufficient competition and no urgency to differentiate 

from competitors. That is why external environment analysis practices such as ES are 

considered unnecessary. These findings indicate that the commercial ash fertilization 

market is a relatively new phenomenon and is still emerging to the forest fertilization 

market.  
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6. Conclusions 

The purpose of this study is to describe, analyze and interpret ash fertilization 

stakeholders´ perceptions of their external environment. The research questions are the 

following: 1) How do the ash fertilization stakeholders perceive their external 

environment 2) What barriers hinder ash fertilization? 3) How is wood ash recycling 

perceived to influence the stakeholders´ external environment? 4) What kind of 

Environmental Scanning practices do the stakeholders have? This is a qualitative study 

employing the guided interview method.  

 

The ash fertilization stakeholders perceived their external environment as complex and 

unorthodox. The waste tax act has initiated the use of wood ash as a fertilizer (in 

addition to the other utilization ways), which is also consolidated by researchers such as 

Nurmesniemi et al. (2012) and James et al. (2012). The waste tax act has encouraged 

and forced ash stakeholders to operate with wood ash. Different business models have 

been created and a minority of them have been successful. Because business has not 

been booming, the stakeholders have not been sufficiently motivated to develop ash 

fertilizers. If customers are not willing to pay for wood ash and the value it creates, the 

stakeholders find the prospects of the ash fertilization business bleak because of the 

poor competitiveness of ash fertilizers and the low profitability of the ash business. In 

the case of these stakeholders, the fertilization act and the need to avoid costs imposed 

by the waste tax act have provided the means to operate. In my view this approach 

provides the minimum operating framework for many stakeholders, which they find 

sufficient.   

 

To many, wood ash is just part of the business, not the whole business. That is why they 

have no reason to intrude with the external environment because the majority of the 

stakeholders are waiting for changes and developments/breakthroughs in the external 

environment. Wood ash utilization in any form is more important than a specific way of 

using wood ash, such as fertilization or ash recycling. These developments raise the 

question of how many stakeholders are willing to invest time, money and effort in order 

to come up with a new business plan if the minimum requirements to operate in the 

external environment already exist.  The waste tax act as a catalyst along with other 

influences in the external environment has created attitudes towards the external 

environment dividing the stakeholders into two groups: 1) some emphasizing ash 
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fertilization business (market-oriented stakeholders), 2) and others highlighting wood 

ash utilization (waste/utilization-oriented stakeholders) (see figure 12.).  

 

1) The group emphasizing ash fertilization business includes companies who are 

incorporated in ash fertilization. They sell ash products and services and compete in the 

fertilization market against chemical fertilizers. These stakeholders view ash as a raw 

material to make a proper fertilizer which needs to be manufactured, marketed and 

developed. Operating in the market requires ES in order to keep up-to-date with current 

events because the external environment is considered dynamic. 2) On the other hand, 

the majority of the stakeholders emphasized wood ash utilization in various end-uses. 

Because wood ash was regarded as a by-flow of energy and/or forest industries, its 

importance is insignificant compared to the core business. Utilization costs of wood ash 

determine the end-use: ash fertilization is just one option among such end-uses as road 

and land construction. The stakeholders had a positive attitude towards the utilization of 

wood ash. They considered it a resource which should not be discarded. This view 

emphasizes the management of ash.  

 

The barriers to ash fertilization can also be analyzed from the points of view of the 

utilization/waste stakeholders and the market-oriented stakeholders which differ 

significantly. The market-oriented stakeholders regarded the barriers as something that 

could be overcome while the utilization/waste stakeholders considered them 

problematic drawbacks. The utilization/waste stakeholders emphasized following 

legislation and controlling heavy metal contents of wood ash while the business 

stakeholders underlined offering a competitive service and surpassing customer 

expectations. As addressing the barriers, the business stakeholders were more optimistic 

compared to the utilization/waste stakeholders. In the case of the utilization 

stakeholders, the primary motivation is to decrease costs as much as possible because 

the logistics and management of wood ash generate costs which originate from a 

strategically insignificant by-flow. Reducing logistics costs, for example, is difficult 

without product enhancement. It seems that the business stakeholders are developing 

ash fertilizers while the utilization stakeholders are waiting for improvements.     

 

It is positive that all the stakeholders wished wood ash to be utilized to a large extent. 

Although the motivations between the utilization/waste stakeholders and the market-
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oriented stakeholders are quite different, can they co-exist? This could be achieved by 

introducing ash recycling. There is an estimated threat arising from the bioenergy 

harvests in the form of nutrient loss and acidification (Vesterinen, 2003b, contrast to 

Stupak et al., 2007). Arguably, these threats have not been acute enough in Finland, but 

it does not exclude their potentiality in the future. Currently, ash recycling could be 

more available and it could replace some of the imported nutrients used in forest 

fertilization. Although the attitudes towards ash recycling were mostly positive, its 

implementation caused uncertainty which might hinder its adoption. The willingness to 

adopt ash recycling practices can be analyzed from the perspectives of both market-

oriented and waste/utilization stakeholders. The market-oriented stakeholders consider 

ash recycling an opportunity that can be utilized in strategy and marketing. The waste/ 

utilization stakeholders support it as well because it increases the usage of wood ash. 

However, there is no significant difference between these two groups in the analysis. 

Both groups had their doubts about the implementation of ash recycling because it 

would affect the stakeholders´ views on the degree of complexity and the rate of change 

in their external environment. Could the perceptions of ash recycling as well as its 

implementation be a connecting factor with the utilization/waste stakeholders and the 

market-oriented stakeholders? Since the goal of the market-oriented stakeholders is to 

provide a fertilization service in which nutrients are spread to forest sites, this is not 

contradictory to the utilization stakeholders´ aim to utilize wood ash. It could be 

expected that all the stakeholders endeavor to promote the best usage and management 

of forest resources including wood ash. Hence ash recycling is a way to affect it. Ash 

recycling could make the ash fertilization market more united. At least one business 

stakeholder mentioned that ash recycling had been one of the key motivations for him to 

join the ash fertilization market.  

 

The stakeholders seem to approve the current situation in the external environment 

because there is room for both waste/utilization and market-oriented stakeholders. 

However, while wood ash has the waste status and is under the waste legislation, it 

provides an operating framework that cannot be neglected. Challenging the legal 

framework is difficult as it is more comfortable to adapt to the external environment 

than be innovative and view wood ash from a new perspective. Nonetheless, the 

stakeholders´ external environment in Finland will be challenged, due to the bioenergy 

goals set by the EU. As more bioenergy will be utilized, more wood ashes will be 
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produced. Because the external environment is still under a stage of development, it 

leaves room for different scenarios. Could the rivalry between the different wood ash 

end-uses intensify? If the utilization/waste stakeholders dominate the external 

environment, could other utilization methods such as road construction surpass forest 

fertilization? On the other hand, the market-oriented stakeholders might benefit from the 

development of the bioenergy targets: if the availability of wood ash will improve and 

the quantities increase, could this increase the interest in ash fertilization in the whole of 

Finland? Only one stakeholder was of the opinion that there would be plenty of ashes 

for every utilization method including fertilization.  

 

Main characteristics / 

stakeholder group 
Utilization/waste stakeholders Market-oriented stakeholders 

Main objective Utilize wood ash in various end-uses 
Develop a value creating 

business based on wood ash 

Attitude towards wood ash 
A by-flow of energy/forest industries 

that could be more profoundly used 

A raw-material for an 

environmentally friendly and 

sustainable fertilizer that has a 

market 

Incorporated in forest 

fertilization 
No Yes 

Assumptions on the 

external environment 
Stable, static and low-profile 

Dynamic, competitive and 

optimistic 

Willingness to intrude with 

the external environment 

Only if certain shortcomings are 

developed 

Actively shaping the external 

environment 

Observable ES practices None Yes 

Barriers hindering wood 

ash fertilization 

Numerous barriers which influence ash 

utilization negatively 

Observable shortcomings which 

can be overcome and improved 

through product enhancement 

View of ash recycling 

Has ecological solid basis  

Important because it can increase ash 

usage 

An opportunity if implemented 

cautiously and adapted to the 

dynamics of the forest 

fertilization market 

Number of stakeholders in 

the external environment 
Majority Minority 

Figure 12. Categorization of ash fertilization stakeholders. 

 

Apparently, the situation in Finland seems similar to Baumanns´ (2010) and Ojala´s 

(2010) findings. I agree with Baumann and Ojala who argue that the external 

environment lacks economic incentives to pursue ash fertilization/ash recycling.  In this 

study the stakeholders shared this view in spite of the fact that they considered wood 

ash fertilizers more environmentally friendly and sustainable. The sustainability and 

environmentally friendly attributes of ash fertilizers are not attractive enough for 

stakeholders to engage in ash recycling/ash fertilization. However, the stakeholders can 

affect the development of the market. The majority of the stakeholders wished the 
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market to develop towards ash recycling on its own. Still, only a few stakeholders 

actively intrude with the external environment while the majority of the stakeholders 

lack motivation, willingness and effort to strive towards ash recycling/improving the 

state of ash fertilizers. According to this study, the waste/utilization oriented 

stakeholders are currently more dominant compared to the market-oriented 

stakeholders. Because the stakeholders´ perceptions of wood ash and of their external 

environment will affect their behavior in the future, the development of the external 

environment will be determined on the basis of which of the two groups will be more 

influential. If the stakeholder groups´ assumptions about the external environment and 

their willingness to intrude with it are opposite, how are they going to operate in the 

external environment in Finland in the future? By adapting to the external environment 

the waste/utilization stakeholders are maintaining the static and low-profile nature of the 

ash fertilization market. In my view, without the wide-ranged realization and 

recognition of the potential of wood ash, sufficient efforts are not made to develop ash 

fertilizers. In other words, they will not become competitive products with a strong 

market position. I find it extremely positive that both the researcher and the 

stakeholders have a positive outlook on wood ash and its utilization, but more market-

oriented stakeholders are needed in the ash fertilization market. Still, more research into 

the ash fertilization market and the stakeholders participating in it is required. 

 

6.1 Implications  

Economic values of wood ash flows need to be calculated. If 500 000 - 600 000 tons of 

wood ash mixes are generated each year (Huotari, 2012, Laitinen & Lindh, 2005) and 

the average landfill disposal cost is 55€/ton from the year 2015 onwards (Finlex, 2010), 

the economic value of these flows would be circa 27.5-33.0 million Euros. Studies 

should be conducted to estimate the material flows of wood ash as well as the economic 

values of wood ash production volumes, business profitability, supply and demand and 

other cash flows of wood ash in order to grasp the size of the whole industry. From a 

national point of view, wood ash value chains and costs ought to be studied more 

extensively to provide information for decision makers. In sum, without assessing the 

economic impact of wood ash in Finland its value will never be recognized. 
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The forest fertilization market dynamics needs further research to determine whether 

there is evidence that chemical fertilizers dominate the forest fertilization market and to 

find out what kind of market position wood ash really has. In order for wood ash to be 

more widely used, there has to be relevant research into the impact of the waste tax act, 

the waste status of wood ash and the fertilization legislation. By focusing on the effects 

of the legislation, we could gain a more thorough view on how wood ash is utilized in 

fertilization and other end-uses 

 

As most of the forests in Finland are privately owned, we need to conduct more studies 

to measure private forest owners´ willingness to pay for wood ash fertilization. We also 

need to clarify what kind of image they have of wood ash fertilizers, ash recycling and 

forest fertilization. The findings could help companies to adjust their marketing 

communication.   

 

I argue that the profitability of ash recycling or ash fertilization ought to be compared 

with that of other forestry practices such as controlled burning. A cost-benefit analysis 

between different forestry practices would help forestry organizations evaluate ash 

fertilization costs and possibly reconsider their ash fertilization policies. Also controlled 

burning as a forestry procedure should be more thoroughly compared to wood ash 

fertilization, because they both seem to have similar affects in increasing soil nutrients 

and reducing its acidicity (Äijälä et al., 2014, p. 89).  

 

There is not sufficient research into comparing wood ash recycling and wood ash 

fertilization policies in Finland and Sweden. Especially in Sweden they have a lot of 

experience and knowledge of ash recycling´s implementation in practice, which could 

provide useful information on how wood ash recycling has been taken into account, 

what challenges have occurred in its implementation and what kind of impact it has had 

on the forest fertilization market. This information could be utilized in realizing 

different economically feasible methods for ash recycling in Finland. The economics of 

ash recycling still needs further research.  

 

Naturally another researcher could conduct this study using other research methods, 

such as the Delphi method, to verify or to challenge the results. More quantitative and 

qualitative studies should be conducted in the ash fertilization market.  
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6.2 Strengths and limitations  

Flick (2007) describes five criteria in assessing the validity of a qualitative study: 1) 

"The relationship between what is observed and the context of which observations are 

made. 2) The relationship between the observer and the observed and the setting. 3) The 

issue of perspective. 4) The role of the reader in the final product. 5) The issue of 

representation and interpretation" (Flick, 2007, p. 17) 

 

1) This study has fulfilled all the objectives set for the study. Naturally, the ash 

fertilization market is still under a stage of development and issues, such as material 

efficiency, wood ash usage in road construction, are discussed in the same context. This 

has been taken into account in the analysis. The study has employed verification 

strategies as described by Morse et al. (2012). The data has been constantly questioned, 

processed and analyzed keeping in mind the purpose of the study.  

2) The relationship between the interviewer and the interviewees was quite professional 

and neutral. The fact that interviewees were enthusiastic about the study and wanted to 

share information as well as their own perceptions was a positive surprise. Of all the 

potential interviewees only two were not willing to participate, which indicates a 

growing interest in this field of study. Still, the interpretation of these issues is highly 

subjective. 

3) The stakeholders were asked to describe the Finnish ash fertilization market in their 

own words. However, instead of addressing the issues from a national point of view the 

majority of the stakeholders approached them through their own operations. This may 

be due to the fact that they did not have a thorough view of the ash fertilization market, 

which has been noted in the analysis. 

4) The audience is considered to be anyone interested in wood ash and its usage in 

forest fertilization. Apparently, the most interested target audience consists of the 

interviewed stakeholders of this study. The analysis aims to describe, analyze and 

interpret ash fertilization stakeholders´ perceptions of their external environment in 

Finland as accurately as possible keeping in mind the purpose of the research as well as 

research ethics. The analysis covers some controversial issues, such as the effect of the 

waste tax act, but I have maintained a professional and neutral attitude to all the parties 

involved. 

5) Transparency has been the basic principle in describing the data as a whole and 

depicting the most vital decisions in this study. Although the data description is quite 
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compact compared to the analysis, at least some sort of comparison with the data and 

the analysis is possible. I have endeavored to present the structure of the discussion in a 

way which allows the reader to perceive the author´s train of thought. One could argue 

that this is a construct of the author´s perceptions designed to support the statements 

presented. Also, the most important features of the data have been provided in the 

appendices.  

 

The motivation of all the parties including the researcher and the stakeholders is clearly 

a strength: the stakeholders were enthusiastic about this research and allocated time and 

resources to the interviews. Their active participation is shown in the empirical part of 

the study. I have endeavored to gather, describe and analyze the data comprehensively, 

accurately and transparently. This study presents a view of the ash fertilization 

stakeholders´ external environment.   

 

The weaknesses and limitations of this study are related to the data and its analysis. 

There was little reference material available for the analysis because the ash fertilization 

market has not been studied extensively. That is why the depth of the analysis might be 

superficial in some parts. Also, summing up the different stakeholder perceptions has 

been difficult, but care has been taken to provide the number of stakeholders addressing 

similar issues. Overall, the analysis is quite challenging because of its size. One can 

justly question the focus of the study which could have been a bit narrower. Because 

many important subjects were addressed, the data and the analysis are quite extensive 

and bigger than originally estimated. Still, the most essential aspects of the data have 

been contemplated, analyzed and interpreted which is why some of the issues described 

in the data have been excluded in the analysis.  

 

Data gathering could have been conducted in a more focused way. As Ritchie and 

Lewis (2003) describe, consistency is an important criterion in qualitative research. 

However, some leeway was allowed depending on the interests of an individual 

stakeholder. The stakeholders´ knowledge varied significantly. That is why the 

interview structure and order of questions had to be adapted to the interview situation 

by leaving out or adding questions. The stakeholders expressed views of their external 

environment from their own perspective and occasionally from the national point of 

view. Also, the interviewed stakeholders had different positions in their organizations, 
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which caused difficulty especially when they had to answer questions about other 

business areas than their own. These interviews have been taken into account and their 

validity and reliability have been questioned. Thus, there might be some inaccuracies in 

their statements, which might have led to some imprecise interpretations in the analysis 

and conclusions.  

 

Because the data consists of one or two interviews per stakeholder group it does not 

provide enough information on the ash fertilization stakeholders´ external environment. 

As the majority of the stakeholders were not incorporated in forest fertilization, it may 

falsify the whole view of the ash fertilization market to some extent. In addition, there is 

an imbalance between the stakeholder groups since the manufacturing stakeholders 

were the biggest stakeholder group. To assess the ash fertilization market as a whole, 

stakeholder groups ought to be made equally big.  

 

I had difficulty interpreting the definitions and the prerequisites of Environmental 

Scanning, which might have led to inaccurate interpretations. As written in the analysis, 

depending on the definitions and understanding of the concepts, ES could be interpreted 

in a more focused way. The scanning modes were also difficult to identify because the 

literature does not specifically elaborate on the categorization of ES modes. Due to 

theoretical unclarities, this section is open for criticism. 
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Appendix 1. The guided interview structure  

 

The guided interview structure  

1) Wood ash as a fertilization product in Finland  

- How would you describe the ash fertilization market in Finland? 

- How big is the market area? 

- What kind of operating companies there are?  

- How profitable is the ash fertilization business? 

- What kind of structure does the ash fertilization market have? 

- What kind of influence does the waste tax act have on the market? 

- What kind of influence does the Kemera-subsidy have? 

- In what areas geographically, is there demand for ash fertilizers? 

- Does the ash producers´ location have an effect on the demand? 

- What features in the ash fertilization market affect your operations the most? 

- What issues affect the ash fertilization market altogether the most? 

- What kind of attitudes there are towards ash fertilization? 

 

2) Market barriers for wood ash in Finland 

- What kind of weaknesses there are in the market? What barriers hinder ash 

fertilization usage? How do they affect the ash fertilization market ? 

- What market barriers there are in the wood ash fertilization market ? 

- What kind of threats there is for wood ash fertilization market in Finland?  

 

3) Wood ash recycling and wood ash market in Finland 

- How is wood the concept of ash recycling understood? 

- How would you describe ash recycling? 

- How would the implementation of ash recycling affect the market? 

- Is ash recycling something to be strived for? 

 

4) What kind of ES practices do the stakeholders have 

- What kind of external analysis practices do you have? 

- Do you actively analyze the ash fertilization market  

- How is information stored? 

- How is information processed and utilized? 

- How is information being dealt within the organization 

- What kind of factors start the external environment analysis 
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Appendix 2. Data from theme 1 

 Stakeholder Group/ 
Theme 

Producers Manufacturers / sellers Government Research 
organization 

Independent 
forest 

organizations 
Customer Other forestry organization 

Forestry 
associations 

Forestr
y 

equip
ment 

produc
er 

  
Produ
cer 1 

Producer 
2 

Seller 
1 Seller 2 Seller 3 Seller 4 Government 1 Research org. 1. 

Independent 
1. 

Customer 
1. Other 1. Other 2. Other 3. Forest assoc. 1. 

Equip. Pro 
1. 

Production volumes 
were not explicitly 
identified x x NM x x x x They were x NM NM 

they 
were x NM x 

Market area was 
clearly identified 
geographically     x   x x NM x   NM NM x   x x 
Market area was 
identified through 
operating companies x x x x     NM   x NM NM x x x x 
Operating companies 
were identified x x   x x x x x x x NM x x x x 
The influence of the  
ash producer 
closeness on demand   x NM       NM NM NM NM NM NM x x NM 
Ash quality 
emphasized x x x x   x x x x x x x   x NM 
The image of ash is 
good currently NM   x x x x x x NM NM NM   NM x x 
Estimate on the 
profitability of ash 
business NM   NM     x NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM 
The perceived 
competitiveness of 
ash is perceived good NM NM x     x NM NM     NM   NM   x 
Perceived 
profitability of the 
ash fertilization 
business is poor NM NM   x x   NM NM x x NM NM NM x NM 
There are few 
operating companies NM x NM x x x NM NM x x NM x NM NM NM 
Kemera subsidy has 
had a positive impact 
on the market NM NM x NM NM x NM x NM   NM x x x   
The waste disposal 
tax is regarded as a 
push-force NM   x   x x x x x x NM x NM x x 
Heavy metal limits 
emphasized x x x x   x x x x x x x x x x 
Legislation 
procedures 
emphasized x x NM x     x   NM x x x x NM x 
The stakeholders 
association to ash 
fertilization was 
positive x   x x x x x x x   x x x x x 
Waste status was 
considered to have a 
negative impact on 
market x NM NM x NM NM NM NM NM NM x   NM x NM 
The connection 
between wood 
demand and 
fertilization 
emphasized NM NM x   NM x NM NM x x NM   x x NM 
Fertilization 
competes with other 
utility methods 
emphasized NM NM NM NM NM NM x NM NM NM x x NM x x 
The ash fertilization 
market  was 
perceived to be 
smallish   x NM     x NM NM   x NM     x NM 
x= Confirmed, Blank = 
denied, NM = Not 
mentioned  
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Appendix 3. Data from theme 2 

 Stakeholder 
Group/ Theme Producers Manufacturers / sellers 

Govern
ment 

Resear
ch 

organiz
ation 

Indepe
ndent 
forest 

organiz
ations Customer Other forest organization 

Forestr
y 

associat
ions 

Forestr
y 

equip
ment 

produc
er 

  

Producer 
1 

Produce
r 2 

Seller 
1 

Seller 
2 Seller 3 

Seller 
4 

Govern
ment 1 

Researc
h org. 1. 

Indepen
dent 1. 

Customer 
1. Other 1. Other 2. Other 3. 

Forest 
assoc. 1. 

Equip. 
Pro 1. 

Logistical costs as 
a barrier 
identified x x NM NM x x x x x x x x x x x 

Political, 
legislation barrier 
identified NM x NM x   x NM x x NM NM x x x x 

The combined 
usage of ash and 
sludge prohibited NM NM NM x NM NM NM NM x NM NM (x) NM NM x 

The lack of 
knowledge on 
the external 
environment x x   NM NM NM x x NM NM NM x x NM NM 

Prejudice and 
attitude barriers NM NM   x NM x NM NM x NM NM x x NM NM 

Ash fertilization 
is too expensive NM NM   NM x   NM NM x x NM NM NM x x 

The lack of 
quantities of 
suitable ash for 
fertilization NM x NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM x x 

There is a lack of 
operating 
companies NM x NM NM NM NM x NM NM NM NM x NM NM NM 

Sensitivity to 
economical 
fluctuations NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM x x NM   NM x NM 

Ash fertilizer 
marketing to 
private forest 
owners barrier x x NM NM NM x x NM x NM x   NM x NM 

A lot of 
knowledge is 
required in order 
to operate     NM       x NM   NM NM x   NM NM 

x= Confirmed, 
Blank = denied, 
NM = Not 
mentioned 
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Appendix 4. Data from theme 3 

 Stakeholder 
Group/ Theme 

Produc
ers 

Manufacturers / 
sellers 

Go
ver
nm
ent 

Resear
ch 

organiz
ation 

Indepe
ndent 
forest 

organiz
ations 

Custo
mer 

Other forest 
organization 

Forestry 
associati

ons 

Fores
try 

equip
ment 
prod
ucer 

  

Pr
od
uc
er 
1 

Prod
ucer 
2 Seller 1 Seller 2 

Sel
ler 
3 

Sel
ler 
4 

Gove
rnme
nt 1 

Research 
org. 1. 

Independe
nt 1. 

Custom
er 1. 

Other 
1. 

Other 
2. Other 3. 

Forest assoc. 
1. 

Equip. 
Pro 1. 

Familiar with the 
concept of ash 
recycling x x   x x x x x x   x x x x x 
Recycling of 
nutrients 
emphasized in ash 
recycling x x x x x   NM x x NM x NM   x x 

Sustainability 
contemplated 

N
M x x   x   x x x NM NM x x x x 

Association to ash 
recycling was 
positive x x x   x   x x x   x x x x x 
Government 
guidance is 
required 

N
M x x x x x NM x     NM x x   x 

Proposal to the 
implementation of 
ash recycling 

N
M x x   x x x x x   NM x NM NM x 

Ash recycling is 
affected by energy 
policies x x x NM 

N
M x x x x NM x x x x x 

Ash recycling is 
affected by the 
state of forestry in 
Finland 

N
M NM NM NM 

N
M x NM x x x NM NM x z NM 

Social benefits 
described result 
from ash recycling 

N
M NM x NM 

N
M x x x NM NM NM x x NM x 

The questioning of 
the workability of 
ash recycling in 
practice 

N
M   x x 

N
M x NM     x x x     NM 

Fertilization and 
other utility forms 
explicitly 
separated 

N
M NM NM   x 

N
M   x   NM x     x x 

Ash recycling 
implementation 
would have 
benefits to the 
forest sector 

N
M NM x NM 

N
M 

N
M NM x NM NM NM NM x x x 

EU policies 
considered a wild 
card x NM x NM 

N
M x x x NM NM NM NM NM NM x 

x= Confirmed, 
Blank = denied, 
NM = Not 
mentioned 
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Appendix 5. Data from theme 4 

 Stakeholder 
Group/ Theme Producers 

Manufacturers / 
sellers 

Gover
nmen

t 

Resea
rch 

organi
zation 

Indepen
dent 

forest 
organiza

tions 
Custo
mer 

Other forest 
organization 

Forest
ry 

associ
ations 

Forest
ry 

equip
ment 
produ

cer 

  

Prod
ucer 
1 

Prod
ucer 
2 

Selle
r 1 

Se
lle
r 
2 

Selle
r 3 

Selle
r 4 

Govern
ment 1 

Resear
ch org. 
1. 

Independ
ent 1. 

Custo
mer 1. 

Ot
h
er 
1. 

Ot
he
r 
2. 

Othe
r 3. 

Forest 
assoc. 
1. 

Equip. 
Pro 1. 

Ash 
fertilization is 
not a core 
competence x x It is x x it is x x It is x x x x x It is 
The markets 
are not 
analyzed 
actively x x 

The
y 
are x NM 

The
y 
are x x x (x) x x x   

They 
are 

Utilization of 
ash was 
emphasized x x   x x   x x   NM x x x   x 
Information is 
stored and 
processed and 
later utilized x x x 

N
M x x x x x x 

N
M x x x x 

Information is 
being dealt 
within the 
organization x x x 

x
/  x x x x x x x x x x x 

Personal 
intuition has a 
major role in 
information 
seeking x   NM x NM x   x x NM x 

N
M x x NM 

Other means 
(not profit 
making) define 
ash operations x x         x x       x x     
Co-operations 
as a means to 
get 
information NM x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
x= Confirmed, 
Blank = denied, 
NM = Not 
mentioned 

               

 

 


